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OVERVIEW

CHAPTER 1

OVERVIEW
Introduction
The Highway 252 / I-94 Environmental Review
project team is working to develop solutions
for reducing congestion, improving safety and
addressing reliability on two metro-area highways:
» Hwy 252 between Hwy 610 in Brooklyn Park and
I-694 in Brooklyn Center
» I-94 from I-694 in Brooklyn Center to downtown
Minneapolis
Community engagement and participation are
key components of the Environmental Review
process, and have been a part of this project from
its start. Two phases of public engagement have
already been conducted, in the summer of 2018
and in the winter of 2018-19.
This report provides a summary of the third phase
of engagement activities, conducted over the
summer of 2019. Engagement events were held
at a variety of locations along the project corridor
to raise awareness about potential changes to the
highways and gather feedback from community
members regarding future improvements to the
Highway 252 / I-94 corridor.

Collecting Public Input to Inform Project
Decisions
The project team conducted intensive
engagement in winter 2018-2019 and requested
input from the public on four principal
questions:
1) Given existing safety issues along the corridor,
what is the preferred configuration for Highway
252?
2) If converting Highway 252 to a freeway, where
should access be provided?
3) How should each of these access points be
configured?
4) How should the additional lanes considered for
I-94 be used?
The purpose of public engagement in summer
2019 was threefold:
1) Communicate the input received on questions
1, 2, and 3 during winter engagement activities;
2) Communicate the project team
recommendations on questions 1, 2, and 3 and
how public input shaped those recommendations;
3) Request input from the public on the
recommendations.
Answers to these questions were provided to the
public for additional input and feedback.
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Engagement Activities
Engagement activities during the third phase of
community engagement for the Environmental
Review project included:
» Three open houses, one in each city along the
project
» Ten pop-up events
» Three door-knocking outings at apartment
buildings along the corridor
» A public online survey (open for three weeks)
» A transit-specific online survey (open for two
weeks)

Summary of Participation

Engagement Schedule

» Approximately 350 people attended the three
open houses

Open houses were held in August of 2019. Pop-up
events and door knocking were conducted in
July, August, September, and October. The online
survey ran from August 23 to September 16. The
transit-specific survey ran from October 23 to
November 6.
A vigorous advertising and communications
campaign began ahead of the open houses
and continued through to the end of the online
survey, including paid media advertising, earned
media, mailers, e-blasts, and social media
promotions.

» Approximately 500 people were engaged
through pop-up events
» A total of 158 people provided feedback on the
project through the first online survey
» A total of 12 people provided feedback on the
transit-specific survey
Results from all engagement activities and
venues are provided in this report. Section 2
(“what we heard”) shares the input gathered.
Sections 3 and 4 break this input up by where
it was heard: at open houses, door knocks, and
pop-up events. Section 5 describes the media and
communications efforts of this third engagement
phase.
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WHAT WE HEARD

CHAPTER 2

WHAT WE HEARD
The project team carefully reviewed the
comments received through all of the project’s
engagement channels—including open house
conversations and comment cards, comments
from pop-up events, door knocks, data collected
through the online survey and the transit rider
survey—and developed a high level summary
of the community guidance from this round of
engagement.

The four questions for this phase of work,
as shown on one of the open house boards.
Images of all the boards and a list of written
comments are provided in the Appendix.

Consistent information and graphics were
provided at the open house events. Additional
clarifying information was developed for the
Minneapolis Open House and pop-up event.

Image shown at the open house and the online
survey that identifies project recommendations.
Summaries of aggregated participant feedback
are in this chapter. Descriptions and summaries
of individual events are provided in subsequent
chapters.
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Public Feedback on Project Questions
The following pages provide the question being asked, the recommendation provided by the
project team, and a summary of public input.

Question 1 - What is the best way to improve safety on the corridor?
The project team evaluated five different options for the Highway 252 / I-94 project area. The 5
options were:
1) No changes to the current configuration
2) Convert Hwy 252 to 6-lane expressway with no changes on I-94 and an interchange at
66th Ave
3) Convert Hwy 252 to 4-lane freeway with no changes on I-94
4) Convert Hwy 252 to 6-lane freeway with no changes on I-94
5) Convert Hwy 252 to 6-lane freeway with an additional lane on I-94 from Hwy 252 to Dowling
Ave (this option was recommended by the project team and materials provided to the public
indicated as such)

Recommendation
T he team recommended option 5:
conversion to a 6-lane freeway.

Public Input
T his project is long overdue—mostly
positive reactions to the overall project
Most mentioned themes are:
» Highways are not good for the climate
(28)
» Congestion is bad. Something needs
to be done (27)
» Transit needs to be incorporated (25)
» Construction is stressful (21)
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Question 2 - Where should access be provided?
If the configuration of Highway 252 changes to a freeway, access points
(entry and exit) will need to change. The four options considered by
the project team included:
1) Access Alternative 1: Interchanges at 85th Avenue, Brookdale Drive /
73rd Avenue, and 66th Avenue
2) Access Alternative 2: Interchanges at 85th Ave, Brookdale Dr, and
66th Ave
3) Access Alternative 3: Interchanges at 85th Ave, Brookdale Dr, and
70th Ave
4) Access Alternative 4: Interchanges at 85th Ave and 73rd Ave

Recommendation
The project team recommended Access Alternative 2.

Public Input
Community responses to question 2 in this round of engagement were:
» Pedestrian/bicyclist safety is
paramount
» Important to connect to transit
» River Road opening has
neighborhood impacts
» Of the people who commented on
it, most do not want West River
Road to be reconnected
» Residential noise concerns
» Safety concerns for pedestrians and
bicyclists with increased speeds
brought on by freeways
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Question 3 - At 85th Ave: what is the best type of access for each location
on Highway 252?
Recommendation
A tight diamond was recommended with Highway 252 over 85th
Avenue. Community members were asked if they agreed with this
recommendation, and if they had any suggestions for improvement
on this alternative.

Public Input

Do you agree with Tight Diamond (Hwy 252 over) for 85th
Avenue?
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Question 3 - At Brookdale Drive what is the best type of access for Highway 252?
Recommendation
A tight diamond was recommended at Brookdale Drive. Community
members were asked if they agreed with this recommendation, and if
they had any suggestions for improvement on this alternative.

Public Input

Do you agree with Tight Diamond (Hwy 252 over) for Brookdale Drive?
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Question 3 - At 66th Ave: what is the best type of access for 252?
Recommendation
For this location, a folded diamond was recommended.
Community members were asked if they agreed with this
recommendation, and if they had any suggestions for
improvements on this alternative.

Public Input

Do you agree with folded diamond for 66th Avenue?
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Question 4 - How should additional lanes on I-94 be used?

The public was asked: If MnPASS or high-occupancy vehicle lanes are the alternative selected, the
ultimate vision would be to build a direct ramp from the MnPASS lane to the 4th Street exit. What
do you think of this feature?

Public feedback
» General purpose is a concern for those that disapprove of MnPASS or HOV.
» Transit needs to be incorporated.
» Many do not think an extra lane is needed.

Are you supportive of a direct ramp from MnPass lane to 4th Street?
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Topical Comments Recieved
General comments on the project that are germane to decisions being made:
Pedestrian and Bicycle crossings
» There should be pedestrian and bicycle connections at all interchanges and closed intersections
» The 73rd Avenue Crossing is the most mentioned
Transit
» Park and ride locations need to be determined and communicated
» Access to bus needs to be easy
Noise Walls
» Residents are in favor of noise walls
» Noise walls should be aesthetically pleasing
Highway 252 should
» Have landscaped noise walls
» Take as few homes/property as possible
» Be built “right” this time and with long-term goals in mind
Highway 610
» Concern regarding how conversion of Hwy 252 will affect Hwy 610 or that Hwy 252 won’t improve
because of Hwy 610 congestion
West River Road
» Most commenters who mentioned West River Road did not want it reopened
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TRANSIT SURVEY RESULTS
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If there was no park and ride near Hwy 252 at the new
Brookdale Drive Interchange, what would you likely
do?
Use 66th

Stop Riding the Bus

Use Noble Parkway

Find another Transit Station
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TRANSIT SURVEY RESULTS
If there was no park and ride anywhere along the 252
corridor, what would you likely do?
Stop Riding the Bus

Find another Transit Option

Use Noble Parkway

Use 65th/Brooklyn Boulevard
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CHAPTER 3

COMMUNITY OPEN HOUSES
About the Open Houses
Three large public events offered multiple
opportunities to learn about and comment on the
project. Open Houses were held at the following
dates and locations:

» Inform residents within 500 feet of the project
corridor about the noise wall process

» Evergreen Community School, Brooklyn Center:
August 5, 2019
» Brooklyn Park Activity Center, Brooklyn Park:
August 14, 2019
» Folwell Recreation Center, Minneapolis: August
15, 2019
The open houses were intended to:
» Share the reasons why the study partners are
moving forward with changes to Highway 252
and I-94
» Explain what might change about Highway 252
and I-94
» Report back on what was heard from the public
in the second round of engagement
» Gather the public’s comments on the project
team’s recommendations around the four
project questions
» Share the decision making process that will
determine the project’s next steps
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Event Flow
Activities and information provided at each open
house were developed and arranged to facilitate
self-guided exploration. Project staff were
stationed next to boards, and were available for
questions and conversation with participants.
The open house format was chosen so
participants could arrive and leave at their
leisure. All open houses started at 4:30 pm and
ended at 7:30 pm. A station with family-friendly /
children’s activities was included, and a variety of
hearty snacks were provided to encourage wider
attendance.

Summary: Brooklyn Center
Community Open House

Materials Provided

Evergreen Community School
August 5, 2019

Participants had the opportunity to interact with
staff and review large printed boards and maps
of alternatives under consideration and project
information. MnDOT right-of-way staff were there
to answer questions and additional staff were on
hand to discuss potential noise impacts and the
process for deciding on noise barriers. Comment
cards, fact sheets and links to online project
resources were also provided.

Comment-Gathering
Participants were encouraged to review the
information provided and offer their comments
and guidance. Tools for collecting the public’s
comments included:

» Attendance: 200
» Written comments received: 67

Summary
The Brooklyn Center Community Open House was
held from 4:30 to 7:30 pm on August 5, 2019 at
the Evergreen Community School. Approximately
200 people attended, with 180 sign-ins. Local
elected official attended this Open House as well.
The event yielded 67 written comments and many
conversations with project staff.

» Comment cards (including a checkbox to
request a response from the project team, and
an option to be added to the project email
distribution list)
» Option to provide comments directly to the
project staff in attendance
» Invitation to learn more on the project website
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Brooklyn Park Community
Open House

Minneapolis Community Open
House

Brooklyn Park Community Activity Center
August 14, 2019

Folwell Recreation Center
August 15, 2019

» Attendance: 270

» Attendance: 20 people

» Written comments received: 83

» Written comments received: 11

Summary

Summary

The Brooklyn Park Community Open House was
held on August 14, 2019 from 4:30 to 7:30 pm at
the Brooklyn Park Community Activity Center. At
least 270 people attended the event, making it
the most well-attended Open House to-date for
the project. A total of 83 comment cards were
submitted by attendees. The event resulted in
multiple press pieces, and yielded countless
positive conversations between project staff,
community members and elected officials.

The Minneapolis Community Open House was
held on August 15, 2019 from 4:30 to 7:30 pm
at Folwell Recreation Center. About 20 people
attended the Open House, and 11 written
comments were received. The event yielded
positive conversations with community members
and elected officials.
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CHAPTER 4

POP-UP EVENTS
The third round of community engagement for
the Highway 252 / I-94 Environmental Review
process included ten pop-up engagement events
(“pop-ups”).
Pop-ups are mobile engagement events that
bring the project (and the engagement questions
it needs answered) to the places where people are
already gathering. Pop-ups offer the opportunity
to gather opinions from people who might not
otherwise attend a public meeting.
Activities and materials at project pop-up events
included boards and fact sheets providing an
overview of the project, email signup for project
news, and conversation and questions with
project staff.

Sharing details of the project at Tater Daze.

Pop-up events were held at the following locations:
» Tater Daze in Brooklyn Park
» Zanewood Summer Splash
» Earle Brown Days
» Sun Foods Farmers Market
» Dragon Foods Farmers Market
» Brooklyn Park City on the Go
» 73rd Ave and 66th Ave Park and Ride
» Open Streets West Broadway
» Riverdale Park Neighborhood Get Together
» Brooklyn Park Farmer’s Market

Setting up outside the Farmer’s Market.
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Tater Daze
Brooklyn Park Community Recreation Center
Saturday, June 15, 2019
12:00 to 3:00 pm

Summary
This event connected with a broad cross section of
community members in Brooklyn Park. The event
is one of the largest that the City hosts.
Project Team members set up a table, board, and
handout materials at the event. There were fliers
and all comments were logged in a spreadsheet.

Earle Brown Days Community
Market
6301 Shingle Creek Pkwy, Brooklyn Center
Saturday June 22nd, 2019
4:00 pm to 6:00 pm

Summary
This event connected with Brooklyn Center
Community members. Approximately 20
people stopped by mostly to discuss issues of
construction and project time line. No comments
were logged.

Sun Foods Farmers Market
6350 Brooklyn Blvd, Brooklyn Park
Saturday, July 13, 2019
9 am-12 pm

Summary
The pop up session at Sun Foods connected with
over 100 people. There were also one-on-one
conversations with about 20 people. Attendees
were from diverse backgrounds. People of color
constituted at least half of all those who stopped
by. Most people who stopped by expressed
appreciation for sharing information about the
project. Comments were generally positive and
in support of the project due to the current
congestion on 252. Respondents were a mix of
frequent and occasional users of Highway 252.
The primary concern expressed was the length of
time of the of the construction period.
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Zanewood Summer Splash

Dragon Foods Farmers Market

7100 Zane Ave N, Brooklyn Park
Friday, July 19, 2019
5:30-7:30 pm

8020 Brooklyn Blvd, Brooklyn Park
Saturday, August 10, 2019
9 am-11 am

Summary

Summary

About 20 people stopped by this pop-up.
Participants were mostly concerned about
construction and were not aware of the project

An Asian Farmers Association Farmers Market in
the parking lot of Dragon Foods drew a diverse
array of community members. Many of the
attendees were people of color. Staff spent time
handing out fliers to Farmers Market attendees
and patrons to the market. Mostly Hmong
language fliers were handed out during this
pop-up. No comments were gathered.

Two visitors came the event just for the pop
up table. They were new to the area and were
interested in the project. Event staff encouraged
them to attend the Open House. Overall,
participants were mostly concerned about
construction and were not aware of the project.

Riverdale Park
8150 W River Rd, Brooklyn Park
Wednesday, July 24 2019
6-7:30 pm

Summary
Brooklyn Park staff were at Riverdale Park
Neighborhood Event. There they handed out the
1-pager of project information which included the
project webpage. No comments were gathered.

Door knocking at Melrose
Apartments
6401 N Camden Ave, Brooklyn Center, MN 55430
August 6, 2019
6-7 pm

Summary
Two project staff spent two hours at the Melrose
Apartments National Night Out event. Staff
handed out project fliers and spoke with residents
to inform them about the project and answer
questions. Staff connected with approximately 30
residents.
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Brooklyn Park Farmers Market
8717 Zane Ave N, Minneapolis, MN 55443
Wednesday, July 31 2019
2-6 pm

Door knocking at Georgetown
Park Apartments
708 66th Ave N, Brooklyn Center, MN 55430
August 1, 2019
4-6 pm

Summary
A pop up table was set up and staffed at the
Brooklyn Park’s Farmers Market. There were
around 200 market visitors. There was a diverse
range of attendees, including hmong, african
american, and caucasian residents. In addition
to the residents project staff interacted with, the
pastor of nearby Family of God church took a
handful of fliers to share with his congregation. No
comments were gathered.

City on the Go Brooklyn Park
Norwood Neighborhood, Brooklyn Park
Thursday, August 15, 2019
6:30-9 pm

Summary
Project staff set up a table at Brooklyn Park’s
City on the Go in the Norwood neighborhood.
This event provided the opportunity to connect
with a variety of residents who live adjacent to
the 252 corridor. Project staff interacted with 16
individuals. The attendance at this pop-up was
mostly caucasion. The most noteworthy highlight
was a resident who attended the 8/14 Brooklyn
Park open house explaining what he learned from
that event to another resident who was learning
about the project for the first time. No comments
were gathered.

Summary
Two project staff spent two hours door knocking
the Georgetown Park Apartments. Staff handed
out project fliers and spoke with residents to
inform them about the project and answer
questions. The 82-unit townhomes complex is
located off 66th and 252 in Brooklyn Center. The
staff interacted with 12 adult residents and left
fliers at the other homes. Of those spoken with,
only one resident had prior knowledge of the
Highway 252 Project. All the residents interacted
with were either African American or Liberian.

Door knocking at Riverview
Apartments
Address
August 6, 2019
7-8 pm

Summary
The project staff spent two hours at the Riverview
Apartments and engaged with at least 50 adult
residents. The crowd was very diverse with african
american, east asian, caucasian and hispanic
residents receiving project fliers. An almost equal
number of fliers in Spanish and English were
distributed.
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West Broadway Open Streets
West Broadway at Newton, Minneapolis
Saturday, September 14
11:00 am to 5:00 pm

Summary
The project team held a pop-up at West Broadway
Open Streets from 11am to 5pm on Saturday,
September 14. Four project staff set up a pop
up tent with two boards and flier materials on
the project, employment opportunities, and the
noise wall process. The team spoke will more
than 110 people and logged 50 comments from
participants. Many of the attendees were people
of color.

4

66th Ave and 73rd Ave Park
and Rides
66th Ave Park and Ride, Brooklyn Center, and
73rd Ave Park and Ride, Brooklyn Park
Tuesday, October 22, 2019
6:00 am to 9:00 am

Summary
Members of the project team were stationed in
pairs at the 66th Ave Park & Ride and the 73rd
Ave Park & Ride. Project team members had onepage handouts which included descriptions of
the project, considerations for transit riders, and
a weblink to a survey for transit riders. Between
the two park and ride locations, the project team
spoke to approximately 100 transit riders. A total
of 12 individuals participated in the online transit
survey. Results are included in Section 2 - What we
Heard.
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CHAPTER 5

COMMUNICATIONS AND MEDIA
OUTREACH
Strategic and media communications focused on reaching
diverse audiences near and around the corridor within the
cities of Brooklyn Park, Brooklyn Center, Minneapolis and
portions of Anoka County.
Strategies to expand the project’s reach included:
» Paid community and multicultural media
communications
» Social media (organic and advertising)
» Earned media
Media coverage received by the project included print,
television and online coverage.

Announcement for the open houses in
Insight News
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Paid Media

Earned Media

Paid media includes print, digital, radio and social
media advertising. Over the course of phase 3
engagement, these are the multicultural and
community paid media outlets purchased to share
the three open house events:

Earned media coverage for the project includes:

» Insight News, 7/29 - 8/4, Print, African American
» Minnesota Spokesman-Recorder, 8/1 - 8/14,
Print/Digital, African American
» MSHale, 7/29, Digital, African American, Metro
» North News, 7/25 - 8/22, Print, Diverse
» Sun Focus, 8/2 - 8/9, Print, General, Fridley,
Columbia Heights, Mounds View, New Brighton
» Sun Focus, 12/2 – 12/11, Digital, Fridley,
Columbia Heights, Mounds View, New
Brighton
» Sun Post, 8/1 - 8/15, Print, Brooklyn Park &
Brooklyn Center, Crystal, New Hope, Golden
Valley, Robbinsdale
» Anoka County Shopper, 7/31 - 8/7, Print,
communities of Anoka County

Earned media includes coverage of the project
and events completed by news organizations.

» FOX 9 coverage of Brooklyn Center Open House,
8/4/19. Link to article: https://www.fox9.
com/news/mndot-studies-plan-to-removestoplights-from-highway-252
» KSTP Coverage of Brooklyn Park Open House,
8/14/19. Link to article: https://kstp.com/traffic/
mndot-begins-forming-plan-for-highway-252project/5457634/
» CCX Media Coverage of Brooklyn Park Open
House, 8/15/19. Link to article: https://ccxmedia.
org/news/brooklyn-park-residents-weigh-in-onhighway-252-freeway-plans/
» MPR general project coverage,
8/4/19. Link to article: https://www.
mprnews.org/story/2019/08/04/
interstate-94-highway-252-meetings

» Anoka County Shopper, 7/31 - 8/7, Digital,
communities of Anoka County
» Vida y Sabor, 7/31 - 8/6, Digital, Latino
» La Prensa de Minnesota, 7/31 - 8/6, Digital,
Latino
» Hmong Times, 7/31 - 8/13, Print, Hmong
» Hmong Times, 7/29 - 8/11, Digital, Hmong
» KMOJ 89.9 FM, 8/1 - 8/15, Radio, African
American
» La Raza Radio 95.7, 8/1 - 8/15, Radio, Latino
» KALY Somali Radio 101.7 FM, 8/1 - 8/15, Radio,
Somali
» Social Media (Facebook via MnDOT Account), Zip
Code Targeting, 7/29 - 8/15, Metro

Media advertisement in the Sun Focus.
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Social Media and Online Engagement
Social media advertisements were placed on Facebook and
Next Door. Facebook advertisements yielded over one hundred
thousand online impressions. Nextdoor advertisements were taken
out in targeted neighborhoods in Brooklyn Park and Minneapolis,
and yielded a total of nearly 10,000 impressions.
A total of four (4) e-blasts were sent out to the 4,106 subscribers to
the project update list. These e-blasts were sent out ahead of the
Open Houses and as a reminder to take the project survey.
The online survey was open from August 23 to September 16. It
yielded 158 responses with a 79 percent survey completion rate.
In total, the project website saw 6,470 visits between July 1 and
September 25.
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CHAPTER 6

COMMUNICATIONS THEMES
FOR ENGAGEMENT PHASE FOUR
Communications Themes
The fourth phase of engagement for the 252 / I-94 project will
build off the previous three phases, addressing key themes that
have been heard from public feedback. Key themes that were
heard in this round of engagement will be addressed in the
fourth round by providing deeper detail and context on common
concerns and issues.

Phase Four Communications Themes
1) Pedestrian and bicycle access and connections. Providing
the public an overview of the process for including these
connections in the project, how decisions will be make and
when such access and connection items will be addressed.
2) Transit routing, stops, park & ride facilities. Providing a proposal
for rerouting and possible park and ride locations. Explaining
project impacts to stops, routes, and station facilities.
3) Noise walls. Provide online general information on the Noise
wall decision making process.
4) Right of way acquisition. Provide an overview of process for any
right of way acquisition and timing.
5) West River Road reconnection. Provide reasons for proceeding
with road reconnections, information on how decisions were
made, next steps and local planning.
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APPENDIX
This Appendix includes:
» Open house boards
» Open house mailers
» Open house comment card
» Written comments received at each of the
community open houses
» Transit flier and transit survey results
» Online survey comments
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Transit Service after Hwy 252 Reconstruction
What’s happening with Highway 252 and I-94?
MnDOT is working with Hennepin County, and the cities of Brooklyn Center,
Brooklyn Park and Minneapolis to develop proposals addressing the future:

h Hwy 252 between Hwy 610 in Brooklyn Park and I-694 in Brooklyn Center
h I-94 from I-694 in Brooklyn Center to downtown Minneapolis

Conversion to a limited access freeway is being considered for Highway 252. The
addition of MnPASS lanes is being considered for both Hwy 252 and I-94. These
changes would affect drivers, transit riders, pedestrians, and bicyclists in the area.
610

How transit service may change as a result of Hwy 252’s conversion
to a freeway:

j

252

j Park
Brooklyn

h Existing stops on the shoulder of Hwy 252 at 66th, 70th
and 73rd Avenues make it easy for bus routes to stop and
serve customers with minimal travel time impact for riders
already on the bus.

Highway 252 between Highway 610 & I-94
• Potential conversion to 6-lane gradej with exit and entrance
separated freeway
Fridley
ramps.

j
73rd Ave

Brooklyn Center

65
Ramsey

694

94

66th Ave

100
94

j

I-94 between Dowling Ave and the
4th St exit to downtown Minneapolis
• Potential lane conversion (one lane in
each direction).

Exit ramp
to 4th St

West Broadway

h

4t
St

j

Hennepin

Dowling Ave

94

j»

The freeway design of Hwy 252 will not allow bus stops
on the shoulder at 66th Avenue and require these bus
stops to be relocated off-street. The 66th Avenue park and
ride property is currently for sale so long-term plans are
unclear.

» With the challenges presented by the Hwy 252 freeway
design, Metro Transit is working with the cities of
Brooklyn Park and Brooklyn Center to explore all viable
options/alternatives near 66th Avenue and Hwy 252 and
near Brookdale Drive and Hwy 252, where interchanges
would be located (see back side for more information
about the freeway design).

I-94 between Highway
252 and
Columbia
Heights
Dowling Ave.
• Potential lane addition is being
j
considered to provide a continuous
connection to downtown Minneapolis.
• No new land would be needed; there
is room for additional lanes within the
existing highway footprint.

MInneapolis

» The freeway design of Hwy 252 will not have an
interchange at 70th Avenue, so Metro Transit will not
serve this walk-up stop.

» The freeway design of Hwy 252 will not have an
interchange at 73rd Avenue, so Metro Transit will not be
able to provide service to the park and ride here.

694

Brooklyn Center

Metro Transit would like to
learn from its customers how
they might commute if there
are changes to the amount of
service or locations of park and
rides along Hwy 252. Please go
to surveymonkey.
com/r/ParkRide252
to complete the
survey.

h Without stops on the shoulders, buses will need to exit
Hwy 252 and travel on local streets to pick up passengers.
This represents an increase in travel time for most riders
who board at Noble Parkway Park and Ride farther north.
» With the increase in travel time, Metro Transit is proposing
that Route 768 will not make stops along the Hwy 252
corridor. Without the Route 768 stops, the number of trips
that serve Hwy 252 park and rides will likely decrease by
50% (from approximately 40 to 20 trips per peak period).
Metro Transit would like to know how you might change
your commute in response to these potential changes. Your
response to our survey will help us determine park and ride
locations and service levels.
Please go to surveymonkey.com/r/ParkRide252 to
complete the survey.
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ONLINE SURVEY COMMENTS

Online Survey Comments - Question 1
Do you agree with the recommendation that Option 5 is the best option? If not, what are we missing in our
consideration?
Make 610 atoll road along w/ other changes.
Yes
"Seems skewed to present your rec while asking for feedback. I don't like this approach at all.
Pros/cons of each option also seemed skewed. You are not really asking for feedback, just looking to confirm
you analysis."
Absolutely not. Climate change should be factored in. Pedestrian safety is not factored. Emissions etc.
basically goes against MnDOTs own plans for how to handle climate change.
Add more transit. Stop building expensive highways.
"No. It is environmental vandalism to widen freeways. The State, County, and cities need to work to reduce
vehicle miles traveled. Widening the freeway will only induce driving demand, which will again congest it.
Reduce the number of lanes, like option 3.
No - please do not widen highways. Widening highways leads to more traffic. Induced demand. you know
this already.
"Absolutely not. We do not need more car lanes, they do not actually work to alleviate congestion, they
actually just increase the number of cars on the road and what we need right now.
Honestly the best bet right now is to do NO CHANGES: let people have to wait a TINY amount of time in
traffic. It would be cheaper and smarter to take this money and invest in better rapid bus routes, safer
pedestrian crossings, and better bus stops. Get some people to change to taking the bus when possible,
and this will do a better job at making the road better for everyone, especially people outside of cars. "
This is a horrible question. We should not be expanding any highways. We have committed to reducing
vehicle trips due to climate change, equity issues, and a variety of other negative impacts and this will not
serve that purpose at all. Everything MnDOT does should be focused on improving transit and making
roadways safer for people walking and biking.
Yes
Please don't convert 252 to a six-lane freeway. It's an utterly insane and immoral thing to do given the
contexts you're working w/in (climate crisis and a long history of environmental racism in the area).
MORE LANES DOES NOT RELIEVE CONGESTION.
More lanes will induce more people to drive and use these roads. Congestion will be no better, environmental
impacts will be significantly worse. If the goal is safety, lower the speed limit and improve the intersections."
I do not agree. You are not considering climate change.
You should not be building more road infrastructure, it's making the area hostile and difficult to access. It
also continues to perpetuate segregation, air quality issues, and further damages communities that were
torn apart for road construction.
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Online Survey Comments - Question 1
Do you agree with the recommendation that Option 5 is the best option? If not, what are we missing in our
consideration?
No. We need a more equitable transit system. This negates the fact that automobiles create incredible
amounts of pollution—if it be noise, runoff, or air. This is going to cost an insane amount of money and will
hurt us in the long run.
No. You could lower the speed limit on the highways, that will improve safety. Building more lanes won’t
solve congestion, just google “induced demand.”
Option 6, better train access for commuter and residents. Spend the money fixing existing poor infrastructure
instead of making more miles we have to maintain.
No. We don't need to expand roadways; instead, we should implement congestion pricing to reduce traffic
and invest those funds into lower-carbon alternatives like transit, biking, and walking.
I believe that Option 1 is the best option. Considerations need to take into account that expanding freeway
capacity induces vehicular travel demand. More transit would be a better option.
No. Given the accelerating impact of climate change, we should not be spending money to make suburban
car commuters have a slightly faster commute.
Transit-only lanes on 252 and 94 for a BRT line
Yes
No. This is insane thinking in an age of climate crisis AND with all the evidence/data we'll ever need that
road expansion does not eliminate congestion or reduce crashes. Do nothing. You are not considering the
trade off of what else that money could be used for, the maintenance dollars it will require, and that an
increasingly discreet portion of Minnesotans benefit from car infrastructure. If you want better transit times,
make an existing lane bus-only.
Yes, it is and has been a terrible predicament to have to wait in an extended line on Highway 610 to merge
onto 252, with traffic backed up all the way to 66th Avenue. I sometimes have to go through West River
Road to bypass this traffic, which many other cars do as well, which leads to higher traffic in residential areas
that may prefer for safety reasons to not have cars that tend to travel 40-45 mph in a 30 mph zone.
3rd Lane With NO MnPASS
"Currently the intersection at 66th and 252 is dangerous. The proposal of the folded interchange at 66th is
a start but will not eliminate all the safety problems. Here is why and a big safety problem, let’s say I want
to get on at 66th from this interchange and go to downtown on 94. I need to merge over from the entrance
ramp, get over two lanes. Because that first lane has exiting traffic to 694 east and west, 100 south and 94
west. This has to be done within only 525’ or 1/10 of a mile approximately. The idea of any interchange at
66th, will still have the same safety problems that exists today, that’s is vehicles weaving and merging into
traffic in a small area. Chance of vehicles getting rear ended still exist.
Maybe another ramp or back the interchange up to 70th street (underpass 66th at 252) or some other
measure for a safer access and passage. The people who live, work and visit Brooklyn center would agree.
Yes, I would like to see a better exit from 694 East bound to 252. Currently, it merges right back onto 694 East
bound and backs up due to people taking this exit as a short cut to avoid merging traffic from 100 North.
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Online Survey Comments - Question 1
Do you agree with the recommendation that Option 5 is the best option? If not, what are we missing in our
consideration?
No. If I lose my transit access all of these options suck. Try enforcing the stop light laws for a while, it will
only earn money, and won't cost anything. Can you put cameras on those lights? I would. 252 is probably
easiest place to catch light runners in the entire state. Make them pay for this project at least.
Yes.
I do not think you need 6 lanes on 252 just removal of the stoplights and elimination of at grade crossings.
I’d be supportive of 6 lanes IF one lane in each direction were dedicated to transit, carpooling, or MNPASS
Why are we expanding capacity on a highway when the greatest threat to our community is climate
change and we know about induced demand? That seems to be missing from consideration. I am not really
concerned about vehicle congestion, I'm interested in providing alternatives to driving. If an intersection is
unsafe or needs substantial repair, remove it.
I agree with the recommendation
No. Adding additional lanes will increase an encourage car traffic and speeds leading to increased deaths in
crashes. A separated bus rapid transit lane and slowing traffic are needed for safety and climate sanity.
No, please consider expanding transit and implementing public vehicle only lane on 252 and 94.
Adding more lanes rarely makes a road safer. Speed limits should be reduced and lanes should be narrowed.
No. To address climate change, we should not be improving infrastructure for SOVs. I support options that
improve safety, but decreasing SOV congestion or backups at intersections is not a priority for me. Improve
transit travel speeds at the expense of SOV speeds if that's what it takes.
No; option 5 will displace residents and make the area less safe for non-vehicle traffic.
No. You’re missing consideration for human and environmental costs.
yes
"In my opinion, increasing the lanes will not improve traffic. Look at several cities that have 6 lanes.
I agree with improving safety. For instance, crashes happen why? Because poor visibility while entering into
252.
1. Straighten the road?
2. Remove the entrance at that location. Limit access to ""straight of ways""
3. Add ""reflective poles"" (where the roads curve) to give better visibility to those curves.
yes
YES
No. Just stop. Building more car lanes doesn't reduce congestion, it induces more car traffic and spread out
land use and soon leads to same level of congestion as before (see southern CA, do we want to be more
like them?) But worse we end with same levels of congestiin but with more expensive infrastructure to
maintain, more pollution and emissions from more car trips
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Online Survey Comments - Question 1
Do you agree with the recommendation that Option 5 is the best option? If not, what are we missing in our
consideration?
I do not agree. More lane capacity will lead to higher VMT and climate impacts (and probably also more than
make up for any positive safety impact). You must choose: No change, or consider demand-based tolling to
reduce volumes.
No, adding lanes will not reduce congestion, it will induce demand. A dedicated bus lane will allow
sustainable travelers to have predictable transit times.
Yes
"No, it will increase traffic. Do 4 lane freeway on 252. Do not expand 94, but convert one of existing lanes to
MnPASS.
I think it is deeply misleading to present the 6-lane option as ""solving"" congestion. Engineers know about
induced demand. You know this effect is temporary. "
Agree with Option 5, and the sooner the better!
With or without extra 94 lane. Just accelerate construction.
The fact that we all know that adding freeway capacity does the exact opposite of relieving congestion, and
while reducing intersections may reduce the risk of crashes, those that do occur will be more dangerous
because of higher travel speeds. MnDOT should be focused on increasing the number of people who can
travel through the existing corridor (eg with more transit/dedicated bus lanes) than increasing the width
of the highway. This is a particularly upsetting plan because it will increase particulate pollution from tires,
disproportionately affecting lower-income communities and communities of color so that wealthier, whiter
suburbanites can save a few minutes on their planet-burning single occupancy vehicle commutes.
No. You have failed to consider any other mode of travel besides driving. You need to do better. This project
needs to improve the status quo for underserved populations, particularly low income residents. Walkability
needs to be incorporated. Sustainability needs to be prioritized. This project is going in the wrong directions
for our future.
No, adding additional lanes encourages more people to drive alone in cars. We don't solve congestion by
building new or larger freeways. A solution that prioritizes public transit would reduce congestion, crashes,
and travel times by reducing the number of cars on the road.
You are missing induced demand. No lane additions are going to provide lasting congestion relief. Just
higher maintenance costs we already can ill afford.
The fact that we all know that adding freeway capacity does the exact opposite of relieving congestion, and
while reducing intersections may reduce the risk of crashes, those that do occur will be more dangerous
because of higher travel speeds. MnDOT should be focused on increasing the number of people who can
travel through the existing corridor (eg with more transit/dedicated bus lanes) than increasing the width
of the highway. This is a particularly upsetting plan because it will increase particulate pollution from tires,
disproportionately affecting lower-income communities and communities of color so that wealthier, whiter
suburbanites can save a few minutes on their planet-burning single occupancy vehicle commutes.
Yes
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Online Survey Comments - Question 1
Do you agree with the recommendation that Option 5 is the best option? If not, what are we missing in our
consideration?
Highway expansions while the planet is on fire are wildly inappropriate. We should be asking how to reduce
private vehicle use and speeds in urban areas, not increase them. Neither option 5 nor any of the other
options addresses these needs.
No. The notion that 6 lanes are needed here seems extremely premature, given that the highway has never
operated as a 4 lane freeway. This also does not consider the impact of expanding this road to 6 lanes would
have on surrounding roadways - more space on Highway 252 will encourage more people to drive on the
road, which will put additional pressures on the roads and streets surrounding the exits and access points.
No - traffic issues would likely persist (due to induced demand) along with additional air pollution in many
neighborhoods due to additional vehicle traffic. Transit accessibility could be improved with a 4-lane
highway that uses MnPASS control (free for carpools/transit.)
Disagree - increasing safety without adding lanes (option 3) sounds great to me!
Widening highways is not an answer to anything. Stop encouraging more cars and more harm to our
environment.
Yes
Safety of pedestrians living along 252. Impact on lives of people who live along 252.
No. Option 1 is best. Nobody has ever successfully built out of congestion. You will introduce more sprawl,
people will drive further, it will end up congested again, and crashes will increase because people will drive
more while wasting money in the process. Induced demand and climate change exist, all scientists know
this, so why are you pretending they don't? Please stop. Just stop.
"I STRONGLY DISAGREE with your recommendation. You are missing
1) that data clearly shows slower traffic is the safest for drivers, passengers, pedestrians, bicyclists, and all
travelers
2) that there is an unacceptable health impact on some of the lowest income, highest people of color
neighborhoods in the state along this corridor and that one of the biggest direct causes of that is vehicle
traffic; expanding any of these lanes will make those impacts worse and exacerbate racial health disparities
3) expanding highways induces driving, in direct opposition to state policy
4) this will directly worsen sprawl by encouraging people to live further from where they work and play, and
worsen climate change
5) OMG stop burning my tax dollars on freeways that make me sick and make it harder for me to get around
without a car"
I do not agree. Option 1 is most appropriate. I'm surprised your engineers haven't heard of "induced
demand." Also, the world is burning. Expanding lane count is climate denialism. Congestion and safety
must be addressed more systemically, with increased public mass transit, reduced private auto traffic, urban
reconfiguration so that people can live closer to work or work closer to home.
No changes. Don't build this. Don't add lanes. Reduce driving infrastructure for climate resiliency. Refocus
financial resources to expanding light rail and bus lines.
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Online Survey Comments - Question 1
Do you agree with the recommendation that Option 5 is the best option? If not, what are we missing in our
consideration?
"ABSOLUTELY NOT. Climate breakdown is the physical reality in which this choice is being made. We need to
reduce demand by reducing lanes and slowing traffic while simultaneously increasing transit. MNDOT needs
to step up and work on regional transit if other transit agencies aren't doing it. This is beyond irresponsible,
given the very clear consensus on climate breakdown AND what we know of induced demand. It's really
bizarre to see this proposed and in such a leading way, with zero context in terms of environmental,
financial, and human costs.
The safety of people outside cars and of our communities needs to take priority over moving more resourceintensive vehicles faster."
Agree
Yes I agree with Option 5
Yes please!
yes
Yes.
Yes definitely
yes
Only if you wait until other major roadways are done with construction since you seem to have no concept
of the problems you have created for those people who don’t have the option of public transportation. And
do it right the first time. Getting really sick of the same sections of road constantly being fixed.
No I do not. Why are we proposing bigger highways in an age of climate change? This logic is like a doctor
saying to a drug addict: "We're not going to cure your drug addiction, we're going to give you more drugs
to make you feel better."
sure
Option 5 sounds fine, but it must include Bus Rapid Transit.
Yes I agree
Adding lanes will increase pollution and noise along the corridor, and is unlikely to actually relieve
congestion in the long run due to induced demand. MNDOT and Minnesota taxpayers will have to bear
the cost of maintaining the additional surface indefinitely. If safety is the primary concern, the dangerous
intersections should be modified and vehicle speeds should be decreased. Bringing pedestrian crossings
into ADA compliance does not require widening the road. Additionally, Bus Rapid Transit or other transit
improvements should be considered as a more effective way to relieve congestion without adding costly,
dangerous travel lanes and pollution.
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Online Survey Comments - Question 1
Do you agree with the recommendation that Option 5 is the best option? If not, what are we missing in our
consideration?
Option 5 is good. But 3 i Like better, with more options. If highway 65 was better able to handle traffic I
don't think as many would need 252. Or the option that is not there for 4 lane 252 and 6 lane 94.
Yes
yes
Maybe more expensive, but how about 4 lane with Bridges at intersections? Other than that, option 5
sounds good.
Close the intersection at 66th Ave going west, widen 252.
Not sure. Where will the lanes come from?
Yes
Sure. 4 or 5 both seem good. Concern about conversion to freeway would be how to access businesses just
north of I-94...
Yes
Are you considering what is happening to the houses on the east side of 252 to the south of 85th. What will
be done to reduce the noise of the freeway?
Yes!
Yes
Yes
I agree
» "Hi -- I'd really like to see dedicated bus lanes along I-94. If we don't do it now, it won't happen in my
lifetime -- and it absolutely should!
There are 3 stations that should be incorporated:
* 49th Avenue
* Dowling Avenue
* Lowry Avenue -- and this one should be an inline stations like in South Minneapolis at 46th Street and
Lake Street.
Incorporating BRT into this plan is critical -- and is the only way to even partially address the added
pollutants that will be hitting communities around this route. When we have electric buses, the
improvements made for better transit here will be key to improving air quality along this path!
Build for the future we need: a zero-emission future where Minnesotans are able to get around in a
variety of ways, and not just when they have cars.
Thank you for your work!"
It should have dedicated bus lanes.
Yes
Yes
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Online Survey Comments - Question 1
Do you agree with the recommendation that Option 5 is the best option? If not, what are we missing in our
consideration?
I agree with option 5
Yes
Yes, Option 5
Yes, I agree.
Yes
Yes I agree that option 5 is the best option
Yes
Yes
ABSOLUTELY NOT. There is not enough room for 6 lanes and this does not stop the problem with traffic
weaving at 66th to get off the freeway with hwy 100 294 and i94. This situation will make things worse as
speeds will increase when its converted to a freeway. It does not benefit brooklyn center as well as that is
the only entrance to the city.
Option 5 is the best
Yes
Yes, merging from 694 onto 252/94 south is scary, and the space to get up to speed is way too short. Having
a dedicated lane would greatly improve this!
No. Either 3 or 4 would be plenty. There is no need to involve hwy 94
The people who live off of 252 will be impacted negatively by a 6 lane freeway/hiway with noise pollution
and potential problems with access like fire, emts and police without overpasses.
Seem to be oblivious to the fact that if everyone would just drive responsibly and obey speed limits slot of
issues would be non-starters. Increasing lanes only encourages more traffic not less.
Yes.
Agree
yes
Yes
Yes. An extra lane is a good idea because of the traffic exiting NB 94 to EB 694.
yes
Yes. I want to see what the access to intersections looks like.
Yes, I do agree
For increased safety make it so you can’t turn, no lights. It’s the lights and intersections that are unsafe.
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Online Survey Comments - Question 1
Do you agree with the recommendation that Option 5 is the best option? If not, what are we missing in our
consideration?
No, because of The impact on the immediate neighborhood of houses along 65th through 73rd. You are
ruining our beautiful neighborhood, lowering our property values and I’m not sure the safety issues you are
addressing are going to be as rosy as you state. Also, our protection as a neighborhood against the noise
aren’t guaranteed either. I’m very upset about the loss of homes, and property.
#5 looks the best
Yes
Yes, I agree with 5
Yes
Yes, I agree.
Yes
I think the stop lights need to go away also,
Yes
Yes
yes
Yes, i agree.
Yes
yes
agree
YEs
Yes
Yes we agree, but want to make sure it is done with sound barriers and done the right way. Limited entrences
and exits, 73rd closed old Lyndale reopened enterences on 85th, Brookdale Drive, and 65th ave.
Yes
Yes
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Online Survey Comments - Question 2
What do you think of alternative 2? Are there ways it could be improved?
Alternative 1 is a little more expensive but it would provide more access to arterial roads and relieve
congestion on surface streets
High speed roads are dangerous for pedestrians and cyclists.
"There need to be significantly more pedestrian and bike crossings, and transit service should be enhanced,
not harmed. We need to invest in infrastructure that prefers sustainable transportation options like transit,
biking, and walking.
This should not be a freeway."
Do not widen highways. No new highway lanes
"More lanes will not mean less congestion. It, in fact, means the exact opposite. Engineers know this, it is a
fact and is statistically proven in cities worldwide.
Your best bet is to spend on safer intersections and rapid bus opportunities.
If you have to pick an ""alternative"" I would say option 1 is the best on this page. But overall this is a glaring
waste of taxpayer funds when there are ways to improve corridors without widening roadways and ruining
neighborhoods further. "
Access for pedestrians should be provided at every possible location. 4-lane roads kill people in cars, on
foot, and on bikes - it is a horrible idea to add more 4-lane roads.
Option 2 is fine but I do think the 66th ave exit is too close to 94 and could cause merging issues.
You could improve it by not locking this area into a hostile, unsafe land-use pattern indefinitely. Four
pedestrian crossings is not enough.
If speeds remain very high, any cycling or pedestrian crossing should be very carefully done. However,
reducing transit, cycling, and pedestrian access is going in the wrong direction. It should all be improved
and increased.
Alternative two is horrible. Eliminating access to transit stops encourages people to drive in a time when we
should be encouraging people not to drive. Very irresponsible planning
These in large part seem to be poor options all around. None of these options that close access to transit or
pedestrians should be completed.
Wider roads is proven to not work in mitigating auto traffic. This is a bad idea. Make buses more available,
incentivize carpooling, or create streets where biking and walking are safe.
Don’t add lanes to again, google drive diced demand.
Alternative 2 causes more traffic for a cycle route that is difficult already.
It needs to keep more pedestrian crossings; not reconnect West River Road; and keep full access to
transit stops at 70th and 73rd. Reducing transit access on a road that could serve the neighborhood with
more rapid transit options is short sighted and pushes more people to cars which is not ideal. Also: keep
pedestrian crossings. Reducing crossings is unsafe and makes it harder for pedestrians, cyclists, and others
without access to cars to live in the community.
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Online Survey Comments - Question 2
What do you think of alternative 2? Are there ways it could be improved?
Spending over $100m to make transit access worse and SOV access better in 2019 is straight up climate
denial.
There is NO reason to convert any roads from 2-3 or 3-4 unless you actively want to cause more bodily
harm to people walking, biking and driving. Prioritize safety and air quality! These are low-income areas
that already suffer from higher rates of asthma and obesity and traffic DEATH and INJURY. It's also along the
river, which should be space for people and caring for the environment.
I guess it works.
Hwy 252 Bridge overpass’s at both 73rd ave and Humboldt needs to stay in the project and not removed as
proposed. Here is why and they benefit the people who live, work and visit Brooklyn Center.
•
People within the city need to transition from one side of the highway to the other in these areas. It
doesn’t matter if it is car, bike, walking etc. They should not have to go to a major interchange and over pass
at 66thth, Brookdale Drive or up to 85th as proposed and just a pedestrian bridge over 252 will not suffice
all of these needs.
•

Emergency vehicles will have a longer commute when responding if no overpass is in place .

•
If the bridge overpass were not in place, additional infrastructure (i.e. road widening, stoplights /
stop signs, sidewalks, etc ) within the city on the side streets to support the traffic (vehicles and pedestrians)
would be needed as proposed. That means more for the city to fund and maintain in the long term.
•
With no bridge overpass’s. If anything happens at the main proposed main ramp intersections (66th,
Brookdale Drive & 8th). For example street maintenance, accidents, etc. There is no convenient alternative
route to get around.
Park and ride stations, why not have something similar to what is currently at 35W & 46th street and
currently being built at 35W and Lake street?
https://www.metrotransit.org/i-35w-46th-street-station-transit-center
People that live and work along 252 need something. Versus the options proposed. This could be a perfect
solution for 73rd ave and/or Humboldt bridge overpass’s.
Alternative 2 is solid except for reconnecting West River Road. I would like to see it closed as this is already
an extremely busy road.
"Need to preserve transit access at 73rd Ave so number 2 is well number 2. Better enforcement of stop
lights might actually improve safety by the way. I see cars run those lights almost every day and losing my
transit access because drunks from Coon Rapids can't be bothered to stop is pretty annoying. Get the cops
on the highway. There is a lot of money to be made.
What about a pedestrian bridge with quick exit entrance to South 252 to retain that Park and Ride? I have
difficulty walking due to injury and rely on that bus stop. Losing that stop will make life significantly more
difficult for me. "
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Online Survey Comments - Question 2
What do you think of alternative 2? Are there ways it could be improved?
The best choice
All the alternatives show closure of pedestrian and bicyclist access, none of these are acceptable. Why are
we using public dollars to increase opportunity to use private vehicles and limit opportunity to get around
on foot and bike?
I'm fine with it
All of these options suck. Add a separated bus lane and reconnect the grid. Public Transit is the only way to
actually reduce the number of cars and therefore reduce congestion and improve health and safety.
Alternative 1 is superior for transit, walking, and cycling, why isn't it being pursued? We have a climate crisis,
why are we making driving easier?
Protected bike lanes should be added along all of the surrounding streets.
Prefer option 1, with least impact to transit and more access for bikes/peds.
It’s garbage. Bike/Ped crossings should be added, not eliminated. Public transit should be made more
accessible, not less.
"I like the reopening of the river road.
I like the closing of 73rd Ave . "
Yes
My concern is for current bus transportation. Removing 2 bus drop off and pick up points. What impact that
will have for those residents? What support will be addressed for those bus travelers and how many people
will that affect? Will a "park and ride" be added somewhere? It seems to be missing in this proposal.
I like this plan
IT'S GOOD
Alternative 1 provides better walking, transit, and biking connectivity.
Best Choice
Maintain at least one additional bike/ped access point. We shouldn't reduce access to transit and to the
river.
Assure separated pedestrian crossing at 85th. This was MnDot’s prior commitment.
This option negatively impacts 2/3 of the pictured transit stops and greatly reduces options for pedestrians
and cyclists to safely cross 252. This prioritization will lead to more people being forced to drive that could
currently walk, bike, or trake transit to their destination. This will increase the number of cars on these
roads, increasing pollution. Does the analysis of crash reduction consider the extra driving induced by these
changes?
Everywhere. Tear out 252 and make it a transit mall instead. I don't care about car infrastructure, given that
cars are destroying our planet.
This is a bad option. You need to consider the needs of people walking and on bicycles, not the needs of
people in vehicles. You need to have many more crossings, and much more road calming.
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Online Survey Comments - Question 2
What do you think of alternative 2? Are there ways it could be improved?
Not doing any of this. Again, no adequate consideration of induced demand as you cut transit access.
Like 2
I think it should have better bike, pedestrian and transit access. None of these alternatives seriously grapple
with climate change and the need to reduce the amount of driving along this corridor, but if you are
going to insist on this project, you should at least use the one that the lowest-carbon-emitting modes of
transportation will have the best access with.
Access to transit is critical at 73rd and 70th streets, especially if we're trying to make other options other
than driving viable.
I like #1.
"It's terrible. Eliminating already very limited access for people walking and using wheelchairs is absolutely
criminal. Is this really legal under the ADA? It's an incredible time burden being placed on people who don't
have car access and forces car-dependency on those who may previously have been able to avoid it.
Adding lanes of motorized vehicles when we KNOW that it decreases safety for people walking, using
wheelchairs, and biking? Knowing it's especially dangerous for people who are elderly?
Where is the option that considers people who aren't in cars? AT ALL? None of these are acceptable by
any metric that isn't increasing car-dependency. We need a transportation agency that puts into place best
practices for transportation, not just widening roads and encouraging vehicle-dependency.
We need an environmental review that looks at the harm to non-motorized transportation choices in this,
the harm of induced demand, the harm of encouraging more sprawl. We need an accessibility review. A
transit review. An impact-on-adjacent-communities-of-color review. A fiscal-responsibility review.
I know MNDOT planners and engineers are up to the task of coming up with innovative and contextappropriate solutions, if given the leeway to do so. Please, allow your staff to do their job. "
It could be improved by bringing it more in line with alternative 1, which sounds best for bike/ped/transit
users.
Yes.
“I dislike alternative 2. It adds too many new lanes.
The best option is to de-highway-ify highway 252, turning it back into a neighborhood street with crossings
at every block.
Losing any crossings is unacceptable. Even five is too few. There should be a bike/walk crossing every
quarter mile (at least), and no parcels should be impacted. (What does that even mean? Are you eminent
domaining homes?) “
Bad. You're now widening local roads. Please stop.
None of these are appropriate. All existing access should be maintained (including Humboldt) with safety
improvements to assist cyclist and pedestrian use. If necessary, consider roadway speed reductions to
improve safety.
Focus on bikes, pedestrians and transit first. Then consider how cars might fit in.
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Online Survey Comments - Question 2
What do you think of alternative 2? Are there ways it could be improved?
I have concerns about ramp spacing with 66ave and I-694.
"I agree with alternative 2, although with interchanges I
don't think you need to widen Brookdale Dr or Humboldt Ave N."
I like alternative 2 and there are no ways it could be improved.
May need some alternative bus routes on Humboldt and West River Rd.
it is good, maybe need additional pedestrian bridge hear humboldt
I think you will absolutely screw over people living along the road currently as well as the businesses.
Especially the businesses as there won’t be the easy access to them that their once was. No clue what the
answer is or what would be better.
I do not have an opinion. I would accept your recommendation.
West River road should be reconnected, but the cost of widening other roads is too high. More pedestrian
crossings should also be prioritized.
Sounds good
It seems fine but there need to be passive traffic control if west River road is reconnected. People use it now
to try and by pass 252 and speed to much. There needs to be some thought on how to moderate that flow
of traffic.
I like it
Access alternative 1
Looks good
Safety of bikers if path is on street. People making right turns from same direction have to cut the path off.
Need some safety so less bicycle accidents happen.
This will increase the traffic on Dupont Ave N between 85th and 81st.
2 looks good!
I agree with this choice but believe the city should be conducting traffic studies to understand the impact
to traffic on West River Road. Studies should analyze traffic during rush hour times during the school to
determine if there is a need for Brookdale Drive and West River Rd intersection being converted to a four
way stop, a round about or a traffic light.
I approve of alternative 2
I'm a big fan of reconnecting W River Rd, would hope it would happen earlier in project to allow those of us
on the east side of 252 a few more options to get out of our neighborhoods. I would like to see the bus stop
at 66th planned well, in that moved more out of the traffic flow then is current, or eliminate/move to more
northern intersection. I would very much like 85th east of 252 to Dupont be converted to 3 lane in plan 2
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Online Survey Comments - Question 2
What do you think of alternative 2? Are there ways it could be improved?
2 is good, except the bus stop at 66th always cause slow downs. I hope there will be a plan made for this
stop to be more settled off to the side if 252 becomes a freeway. I like the other plans that move the bus
stops more north to reduce the congestion at that major cross section near 94. I would love to see the 3
lane conversion at 85th to Dupont east of 252 happen in plan 2. I'm also a very big fan of reconnecting West
River Road at 74/5th. Particularly if it happens early in the project... for those of us that live on the east side
of 252, we have minimal alternative routes to leave our neighborhoods throughout this big project.
na
No Opinion
Alternative 2 is my preference with changes. An additional on/off ramp (no overpass) at Humboldt would
be a great idea for alternative route congestion relief should there be a major accident.
Looks good
We do not want an interchange at 70th, and we do not want a walking path at 70th. we do not want people
walking into our neighborhood to increase crime at that location. move the walking path to 73rd. We do
not want west river road reconnected. You guys don't give a crap about how opinions. you guys wont even
read them
Looks great
2 is the best of your options. No need to reconnect west River Rd though
more than 2 access points to the neighborhood to the east side of 252. Again, police, emts and fire would
have a tough time getting into the neighborhood without at least one additional overpass.
Nowhere does it mention that the additional lanes to be added make access for bike lanes. Once again,
why are we working on more car access when the push is for less car traffic?:
I think you could get by with just the 66th and 85th interchanges.
Key issue is safety for those entering 252 to go South near 66th safely. The current plan does not appear to
allow cars to easily and safely enter. A more creative solution for this entry is needed. Maybe more flyover
lanes or entry further North to the planned entry ramp to give mote space.
Need good signage at NB Humboldt and Brookdale to indicate that access to 252 is now at Brookdale since
access at Humboldt is eliminated.
My choice but not clear on where the bike/ped crossings are. Access to West River Pkwy important.
Alternative 2 looks ok. Where would Transit needs be addressed? Is this going to create a barrier for this area
for residents/transit users to access Transit along 252?
Now people in our neighborhood will have no access to close foot traffic up to the businesses still remaining
on 66th.
I like the design of #2
It's acceptable.
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Online Survey Comments - Question 2
What do you think of alternative 2? Are there ways it could be improved?
People use Humboldt Ave as a way to connect from 252 to Hwy 100. Please keep a way for this connection
to happen. I don't like the idea of using Brookdale Drive as the connection because of Monroe Elementary
School. PLEASE reconnect West Rive Road. That will be very helpful to residents on the E side of 252.
No stop signs on 252 at 85th
Good
need to get the bikes out of the picture as well as pedestrian crossings. very conjested and just adds to the
problems
What jumps out to me is the removal of transit stops. Having only one at 66th Ave will certainly not serve
the area residents at the level they are currently being served. What plans are in place to continue easy
access to public transportation?
I believe that is the absolute best option to mimize traffic delays
We would like to see a protected bike lane or path along Brookdale Drive to access West River Road and the
bike trail system. What about the pedestrian bridge at the 85th intersection?
I agree with alternative 2
Looks good. Will Sound Barriers be installed to reduce Traffic Noise for residents along 252? This is a large
issue.
I think it will be a big change but people will get used to it and IT WILL BE GREAT, for the neighborhoods
and traffic. Please take out homes make the neigborhood like a park way - do it right the 1st time.
I agree
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Online Survey Comments - Question 3
What do you think of the tight diamond recommendation at 85th? Are there ways it could be improved?
The tight diamond is the best
This interchange is both expensive, and inconvenient for pedestrians and should not be built
This is the best option because it takes up the least amount of space. There should be a high-quality bike
and walking path on both sides of 85th Ave with raised crosswalks over the on 252 ramps. There should be
no turn on red at the exits, and marked crosswalks with leading pedestrian intervals at all crossings.
Do not widen highways. No new highway lanes
add bike lanes, allow for ped crossings at all 4 legs of the intersections, and narrow all lanes of traffic down
so that cars do not speed through making it an unhappy place to walk.
I like it. Kept it tight to the freeway so it has as little impact on the neighborhoods. Make sure adequate sou
d walls are being planned.
I wish that these maps were better, but-- what does your recommended design do to force drivers to slow
down?
It seems better than the alternatives. Don’t devote more space to roads.
A responsible way to improve would be to not make it easier for people to drive.
These all look like nightmares, I do not know what to suggest here. Maybe the folded diamond.
All options seem incredibly dangerous for biking and pedestrians.
Just have a stoplight. Seems like Hennepin County wants to give a lot of taxable land over for non-taxable
interchange.
Red light camera, speed camera.
It seems fine.
It's the least bad option.
Nifty, will the pedestrian bridge be replaced? Will there be multiple eastbound to northbound left turn
lanes for all the traffic?
"Not good.
Currently the interchange at 85th and 252. For people that are west bound on 85th (coming from the river)
and want to head north bound 252 and then to west bound 610. You have a very short window to cross 2
lanes of traffic to get over to the exit for 610 west.
Under the current proposal by the engineers. All traffic will be using an on ramp to highway 252 (both north
and southbound) and the ramps are much longer.
Now envision traffic not just from west bound 85th, but all traffic including eastbound on 85th and need
to head north bound 252 and then to west bound 610. You even have a shorter window to cross 2 lanes of
traffic to get over to the exit for 610 west. Safer? Not at all.
Maybe another ramp or look at the folded diamond for safer access to westbound 610 from 85th.
Otherwise your making it less safe for people to do that transition!
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Online Survey Comments - Question 3
What do you think of the tight diamond recommendation at 85th? Are there ways it could be improved?
I agree with the tight diamond (252 over)
Okay
I like it. I hope there are underpasses for pedestrians
The tight diamond does make the best use of space of the alternatives shown.
Looks good
DO NOT INCREASE THE NUMBER OF LANES.
Folded diamond is better for environment and non-car drivers, why isn't it being pursued? We should be
facilitating alternative forms of transit, not more car driving.
No strong opinion.
Garbage once again. Should be encouraging more bikes/peds/public transport, not less.
"Include a safe pedestrian/bike walkway from west to east.
I hate to see these changes, but this one looks to be the simplest change. The others are too invasive or
destructive to the existing environment"
Good
"I hate this diamond configuration. Example: If you are traveling east on 85th and want to go north on 252
you have to sit through 2 LONG traffic lites. This is really an inefficient traffic flow pattern
Better option is 252 under with a nice x shape bridge over it. Similar to Hwy 10 and Northdale BLVD. "
IT'S GOOD
At least that seems to minimize land use impact.
Yes, it is high cost and unnecessary. Red light is fine.
Good. Low impact to surrounding area.
This is the best option. Avoid excessive takings.
Dig it, and the sooner the better...
It's not clear what the plan is for the impacted trail bridge. Will this create a dead end on either side for the
trail? How do these analyses consider pedestrian and bicycle impact? These options are not explained in
enough detail to allow anyone to make an informed decision.
Assure separated pedestrian crossing at 85th. Visual doesn’t show details.
Yeah, don't do it. Stop adding freeways.
It’s bad. Don’t use onramps.
You’re asking highly technical questions to launder your own views with a veneer of public participation.
How would the stoplights be configured in this plan? Seems like a lot of congestion on 85th
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Online Survey Comments - Question 3
What do you think of the tight diamond recommendation at 85th? Are there ways it could be improved?
"This survey is extremely leading and doesn't give appropriate information or context. It doesn't appear
that the walking/biking connections here are shown, though they're ranked (based on what criteria and by
whom) from poor to good. Given that this kind of project is an absolutely net negative to people outside
cars, how is it possible to even consider any options that aren't the best-ranked ones for the most vulnerable
people traveling here?
The folded diamond option includes slip-turns and yet is ranked the best for people walking/biking? How is
that possible?
There should also be the as-is condition offered. "
The tight diamond is the correct decision
It looks okay, though the trail bridge impact is a huge negative. It's important to keep pleasant, respectful
bike/ped infrastructure, and a trail bridge is important to keep that in line.
I would prefer 252 under. 85th over. Folded diamond first choice.
Generally seems like an OK option - though the better bike/ped (and environmental) outcomes of the
"folded diamond" are worth considering!
It's ok. If there was any property to buy, it would be minimal compared to the other designs.
It's clear that you aren't interested in community input. Given that you have already determined to harm
our communities, the tight diamond recommendation is the least harmful, AND THIS PROJECT IS HARMING
COMMUNITIES
Your bar graphs are wrong because ped and bike accommodations are poor for all cases. This is car sprawl
infrastructure. Please stop.
Inappropriate. The current at-grade intersection should be maintained in order to prevent additional land
being converted to accommodate auto traffic. In addition, current "slip lanes" should be eliminated to reduce
traffic speeds at turns and improve pedestrian access. Banning right-turn-on-red strongly encouraged.
If you're going to do this, do the folded diamond for maximum pedestrian safety.
Should prevent crossover from northbound onramp to 610 west exit.
I think that is the perfect interchange! It takes up less area then the others.
"I think that a tight diamond would be fine, however if you put in roundabouts at the top of the ramps you
could eliminate the traffic signals.
I like the tight diamond and there are no ways it could be improved.
That works
it is good
No because coming from the north is going to be a blind curve no matter what which is still going to cause
accidents for those entering and exiting.
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Online Survey Comments - Question 3
What do you think of the tight diamond recommendation at 85th? Are there ways it could be improved?
Not sure.
I agree with this config.
Of the options, this is the best. Was a roundabout considered?
Looks good
No real good options here it seems so the diamond or single point seem best.
I like it
252 overpass at 85th ave n
Trail bridge should stay. It was very expensive.
Looks great
It will be impossible during rush hour to get on 252 and over to 610 West. I drive that direction every day.
That means I have to drive back roads and get in 610 at Noble
Looks good!
I think the tight diamond with highway 252 going under is the better option. While this would impact more
homes, the homes that remain will be less impacted by noise on the city streets. Additionally it seems like
the selected option will only result in homes needed to be removed in 20 years when traffic patterns need
to be addressed again.
I think the right diamond makes the most sense and isn’t doing to much.
It seems the least impactful on local businesses and homes, but please make plan to reinstate a trail bridge
or safe and visible walking/bike path.
na - but what about those that live around the diamond?
Tight diamond appears the best, with the least impact to neighboring property. May need sounds walls for
neighboring properties.
Right diamond w 252 under has less impact on existing property and serves the same function and is my
preference
Coool
I recommend not expanding to NOT expanding to 6 lanes, so you dont have to impact the existing walk way
overpass
Looks great
Looks ok too me. I prefer an option that displaces the fewest business and homes.
Tight diamond is good. Need to find alternative for trail bridge
Make sure the trail bridge is rebuilt.
Okay, but nothing will be perfect.
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Online Survey Comments - Question 3
What do you think of the tight diamond recommendation at 85th? Are there ways it could be improved?
I think the standard diamond would be best. Tight diamond is too tight for most MN drivers.
I like #2. Not certain of how to improve.
Since a large volume of cars going North turn left, would a flyover or under-highway lane improve safety
and traffic flow?
Because of visibility I feel that an overpass (tight diamond 252 under) is safer for pedestrians an bicylists. If
tight diamond 252 over is chosen pay extra attention to nonmotorised safety.
Ensure that there is a good ability to cross for Ped/Bikes. This route connects to many areas within the city
that are accessed by those near the river via walking/biking.
OK but would prefer the folded diamond as better for ped/bike, parks and trails.
I like this overall.
I don’t like the diamonds At all. Getting off on 694 to 252 from the east is a nightmare right now.
It's acceptable
PLEASE take into consideration that there is NO access on 610 (heading West from Fridley/Coon Rapids) to
exit onto Coon Rapids Blvd. or East River Road and so MANY drivers use the intersection on 85th Ave. to do
a U Turn so they can go back onto 610 E to exit at East River Road or Coon Rapids Blvd. I think adding an exit
ramp at one of those roads would also help with the congestion on 252 & 85th.
Looks good
As long as the signals are designed in such a way that allows good flow and movement of vehicles crossing
252 on 85th, i think it looks good. Smart signals are key.
I like the proposal as detailed.
It's OK but we need safe bicycle access across 252 to the West River Rd trail. We use the current pedestrian
bridge a lot.
I agree
Now there are alot of cars that use this enter section I hope this enterchange can handle the number of cars.
I agree 85th should go over
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Online Survey Comments - Question 4
What do you think of the tight diamond recommendation at Brookdale Drive? Are there ways it could be
improved?
Tight diamond is the best option for residents
Larger intersections are bad for pedestrians.
"Tight diamond is the best option.
Have raised crosswalks on ramp exits, and leading pedestrian intervals for crossings. Have sidepath on both
sides of road."
Do not widen highways. No new highway lanes
same as question 3.
Same comments as the previous question. Keep the interchanges tight to the freeway.
Again, I'd like to see you work to slow down/scale back traffic in this area. This survey is an insane way to
engage the public-- blurry maps with little explanation of the plan.
This seems the best. Tighter turns at intersections require slower speeds which is safer and preferable.
One way to improve this intersection is by making it more difficult for cars to enter the highway so people
are encouraged to ride the bus instead.
These types of intersections are car driven and dangerious, tthe "recomended" design seems possibly
slightly improved over slip lane hell that's there now, but the straight shot nature of the road will encourage
speeding and dangerous behavior and the on and off ramps should have a curve to encourage people to
slow.
Less roadway means more land to be used for people.
Just have a stoplight, no need for anything else
Reduce noise levels. Red light camera, speed cameras
Seems good.
It has the smallest footprint which is a good thing. More places, less space for cars!
Will there be multiple left turn lanes for all the traffic?
No Comment.
Yes, this is the best option for change
okay
This choice is good. I can't think of anything
Ook
Looks good
Again these all suck. Highways decrease public safety and widening them displaces people from their
homes.
I'm concerned as to why we are building yet another freeway through the predominantly non-white
working class northern suburbs amidst a climate crisis. Not building it is the best option.
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Online Survey Comments - Question 4
What do you think of the tight diamond recommendation at Brookdale Drive? Are there ways it could be
improved?
No strong opinion.
Not good. The human and environmental costs are too high for this in 2019.
"I agree with a tight diamond.
However, is this change really necessary? "
Good
Same comment as previously. Cloverleaf of some kind beats the diamond for smooth traffic flow.
PERFECT
Giant interchange destroy the urban fabric. So the tight diamond seems like the least bad option
Signaled intersection is fine. Stop doubling down on expensive unsustainable infrastructure
Good.
I like this.
Dig it, and the sooner the better...
Too little information provided to make an informed decision here. Will any/all of these options have traffic
lights? How many?
N/A
Prioritizing the needs of underserved people, especially people walking or bicycling.
Literally the only way it's remotely justifiable to add lanes is if they're HOV or HOT, but still, come on. Just
convert an existing lane if that's what you want to do. Again, there's no good reason to continue building
polluting auto infrastructure through EJ neighborhoods when you purport to care about climate change
and social equity.
Seriously. You don’t expect anyone to know the difference. All of these options increase vehicle traffic and
thus PM2.5 inhaled by kids at the Monroe school.
"This is just not ok for engagement. There's no way to see the impact on people walking, using wheelchairs,
and biking, nor does this question show existing conditions. It's really weird and disingenuous.
I was unable to attend the public meetings due to other scheduled engagements, but I sincerely hope that
MNDOT pauses on this project to take the time to do due diligence before spending A HUNDRED MILLION
DOLLARS (!!!) right now. We're entering a time of rapid change in the world, and while climate breakdown
may still feel distant, we know that a) we have to decarbonize our transportation network in the next
decade, and b) we'll be feeling the impacts of this global instability, whether in terms of increased (domestic
and international) immigration to our state from those who are displaced or just from increased heavy rain
events and more frequent freeze-thaw cycles and the impacts of those on our roadways. To spend taxpayer
money like this, right now, seems particularly problematic.
How would this effect congestion on brookdale drive? The light already takes long with a lot of traffic during
rush hour. Cloverleaf may be better
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Online Survey Comments - Question 4
What do you think of the tight diamond recommendation at Brookdale Drive? Are there ways it could be
improved?
A tight diamond is the best solution here.
I think it's fine, though it seems to be spending a lot of money that could be used to improve other
infrastructure that's more sustainable.
I would prefer 252 under Brookdale Drive over. Tight diamond.
Answer same as previous one.
Given that you have already made up your mind to harm the people in my community with this project, the
least terrible option is the tight diamond. PLEASE DO NOT ADD ANY LANES.
As with 85th Ave, best option is to maintain and constrict this intersection as an at-grade intersection with
speed reductions and pedestrian safety improvements.
Do whichever prioritizes pedestrian safety and accessibility
its fine.
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Online Survey Comments - Question 5
What do you think of the folded diamond recommendation at 66th Ave? Are there ways it could be
improved?
The recommendation seems to be the best fit. That or the flyover because most traffic will be headed
westbound on 66th anyway.
These are all a mess.
All of these options are bad. People won't be able to cross over 252 for a huge distance. It's unfair to remove
these people from their homes and put a freeway in their neighborhood, which will impact the health of
the residents.
Do not widen highways. No new highway lanes
use the tight diamond. Do not take up more space for roadway, it will not bring the returns that you think it
will and your thinking is flawed.
The highlighted design is the most straighforward of the ones showing but I think it is too close to 94 and it
blows out a bunch of the housing on the river side.
I'm trying to understand how the recommended design is "good" for pedestrians and cyclists-- I would be
terrified to cross that bridge outside of a car!
This all seem bizarre and convoluted, but I suppose the selected one is best. Slow the speeds!
The best type of access is limited access for cars.
This looks like an extended negative pedestrian experience, again it appears to eliminate slip-lanes but this
will widen the road and make you walk through loud unpleasant environments for an extended period.
Roadways like this push pedestrians to be secondary. Why are we building our cities for machines and not
humans?
The entire idea looks silly to replace valuable land with non-valuable, expensive to maintain interchanges.
More grass, less concrete, no bridges. Graffiti will be an issue here. Reduce lanes. Invest in rail.
It seems like it takes up the least amount of land, which is admirable because the amount of space required
for some of these is astounding.
It's all so elaborate. Can we simplify and slow people down?
The stoplights at North Camden Ave and western ramp intersection are really close together, seems like a
traffic nightmare.
Suggest button hook or a right on/right off. Look at prior comments about 66th. Need additional 1/4 1/2 mile so vehicles can get onto 252 south and safely move over to go 94 east safely. Missing the point
otherwise and not improving safety for that issue that will occur.
That is the best option available for the price, could you include a price of how much you expect us to pay
for?
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Online Survey Comments - Question 5
What do you think of the folded diamond recommendation at 66th Ave? Are there ways it could be
improved?
Since there is no block to enter my opinion regarding question 4 I'm entering it here. Dump MNPass (its
a morally wrong approach for Minnesota). HOV is fine, General purpose is fine. Giving people "preferred
access" based on ability to pay is just wrong. Why do I have to wait in traffic to get to my job just because I
can't afford to pay tolls every day? How about you? Do you want to have to pay tolls if you don't want to sit
in traffic? I bet you don't. General Use is the right solution. We're all in this together right?
I don't know. Looks ok.
Looks good
Remove the highway and reconnect the grid. Your entire premise sucks.
Why is this project necessary? Why aren't we attempting to provide alternative modes of transport along
this corridor instead of turning it into an asthmaway?
No strong opinion.
It’s bad. It could be improved by taking consideration for human and environmental costs. Like all other
options in this survey, it prioritizes cars which are already the biggest air pollutants in the country. We
should be moving towards healthier and sustainable options like public transportation, bikes, and walking.
Good
This is a better design
IT'S GOOD
RIght on Right off is much preferable, as it improves neighborhood cohesion and bike/ped access
OK.
Mixed feelings. Pretty bad impacts to surrounding land use.
"Why is so much effort being made to preserve a gas station? These options are the most confusing of all
with no explanation and the first three are displayed much larger than the last 5.
I am also using this space to ask why the next question (question 4 about prioritized lanes) doesn't actually
ask for any kind of response whatsoever. This entire survey was a frustration with leading questions but this
seems just blatantly wrong. For the record, I would opt for a bus-only lane. Though that option does not
seem to have been considered."
N/A
Honestly why do you keep asking when it seems like you already know what you plan to do, regardless of
what the community says
You’ve gotta be kidding. Not nearly enough context to choose. BuT wE DiD pUbLiC eNgAgEmEnT!
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Online Survey Comments - Question 5
What do you think of the folded diamond recommendation at 66th Ave? Are there ways it could be
improved?
"I don't think these questions are serious. I'm looking at the right-on/right-off option and seeing it's ranked
as ""good"" for walking and biking. Granted, I can't see any accessible infrastructure on these diagrams, but
either there's nothing for people outside cars or those are terrifying--they're like some of the crossings of
sidewalks parallel to Hiawatha in Minneapolis, which aren't in any way ok in a city. If it ""improves"" safety
for people outside cars, it's because we're too scared to do it and we give up, or do it in fear of death. That's
not ok.
Please, plan for people walking, biking, and using wheelchairs. "
Fine. Traffic for the golf building needs to be considered
This takes up an exorbitant amount of land. Consider the right-on/right-off option.
Confusing. Not sure.
The picture claims bike/ped infrastructure is good, but I don't see much of that in the picture. I'd very much
worry that ped/bike infrastructure is set up to make it easy for drivers coming off of a fast driving experience
to not notice pedestrians or bicyclists, causing crashes and injuries.
Seems good - very well-balanced!
"Some engineer is having too much fun harming the air quality and future of life on the planet with their
making simple things complicated engineering tools.
Skip the bridges and entrance ramps. Have sharp right/left turns. Slow the traffic down and it'll be safe. DO
NOT ADD LANES ANYWHERE ON THIS PROJECT TO FOLLOW THROUGH ON YOUR RACIAL JUSTICE VALUE
CLAIMS. Adding lanes is just repeating Rondo, and making people sick."
My god are you serious? Greenland is melting. Same treatment as the others -- reduce roadway, improve
pedestrian access. Maybe just rip out 66th altogether and put in a dedicated bike/ped greenway. Do you
want us all to die?
Looks good as long as it's prioritizing pedestrians
Too close to 694 ramps. Use buffer and aux lanes.
"I think a tight diamond interchange would work best.
I like it. There are no ways that it could be improved.
Can Holiday stay where it is now with this plan?
it is fine
Depends on what the changes are for getting on 94/694. This makes it look like the same issues will be
present. People having to slow way down to get on 694 and those coming off 694 are still going to cause
problems so this isn’t going to change anything. Unless you can fix careless people not paying attention to
where they need to exit this does nothing.
Neighborhood cohesion and property should both be prioritized.
I thought there was an option for tight diamond with round about on either side of 252 for this exit. Seems
that would handle the traffic flow better. It's going to impact the people living there the same.
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Online Survey Comments - Question 5
What do you think of the folded diamond recommendation at 66th Ave? Are there ways it could be
improved?
How can we keep the holiday station or relocate it near by?
Close the intersection/exit at 66th ave from 252 N and S and make traffic route from 73rd Ave N to get into
the neighborhoods.
The folded diamond is a logical interchange, but consumes a fair amount of neighboring property. Right-on/
Right-off is less impactful, but confusing for southbound exits to reach destinations.
Tight diamond
Why cant we reduce the amount of lanes going north and have a left hand AND a right hand exit for traffic
at 66th while 252 goes over 66th. that would be a better solution than having traffic weave back and forth.
There does not need to be 6 lanes going under 694 that is not feasible. If the amount of lanes is reduced
to 1 going under 694 with multiple exits, it will cause traffic to PURPOSEFULLY slow down for a short while
to ease the creation of accidents while people get off at 66th, then after 66th you can add more lanes. This
would be a better solution than trying to squeeze all these lanes in at a already dangerous intersection.
Have one lane for i94 traffic going north onto 252 and one lane for 694 traffic going north on 252 with
seperate exits, one on left and one on right. This would be the ULTIMATE solution to eliminate accidents. but
NOOOOOOOOOOO you guys never listen to us, stuck in your own little worlds.
So many people kicked out of their homes ...
There continues to be a lack of consideration for all of the pedestrians in the neighborhood.
Either a longer ramp to enter 252 at 66th going South or a more creative solution such as flyover lanes is
needed. The current design does not appear to allow sufficient time nor distance for vehicles to safely enter
252 to go South.
This is the intersection with the most problems presently. The folded diamond seems to be the best solution.
My experience is that drivers fail to stop coming out of driveways. When designing access to Speedway
keep this in mind please.
It's the intersection I use most often and always concerned coming off I-94 and turning left at 66th and with
getting on 252 going south. This solves I-94 problem, not sure how well it solves merging onto 252, assume
metered access during high volume times.
It's certainly the best option for allowing cars to merge from 694 before needing to take an exit at 66th.
I think the folded diamond with 252 over is the way to go.
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Online Survey Comments - Question 6
If MnPASS or high-occupancy vehicle lanes are the alternative selected, the ultimate vision would be to build
a direct ramp from the MnPASS lane to the 4th Street exit. What do you think of this feature?
Would most likely de-congest the highway.
This is less bad, but hopefully mean high frequency buses would be the main use.
Do not build more ramps. Convert an existing lane to MnPass.
Do not widen highways. No new highway lanes.. Only for buses.
"Additional lanes are NOT necessary.
If you have any, they should be rapid bus lanes. Actually you should take a current existing lane and make it
an express bus-only lane today, right now. "
Additional lanes aren't necessary. We should not be expanding highways. Induced demand will result in the
same level of traffic. Add transit advantages without adding lanes.
I drive this way everyday. I dont think there is the volume of traffic that would require this. I dont like the
lanes on 394 it only beinefits a few people and reduces the general drive lanes for everyone else. Keep all
lanes open to general drive lanes.
Please don't add new lanes to freeways in 2019 in a time of climate collapse. I'm not a traffic engineer, but
even I know about induced demand.
Do not add more lanes. Convert existing lanes into transit lanes. Please stop widening our freeways and
roads!
Additional lanes are not necessary.
You should not install new lanes, and rather convert a lane. In addition in order to protect transit priority
the lane should be tolled on an unlimited variable basis with a reduced rate for HOV drivers (however,
they should still be subject to a rate as if the lane congests you should up the toll and clear people out). 2
passenger carpools will clog up your HOV/Bus lanes just like they do in other cities.
We need bus-only lanes. They work and they move the most amount of people the fastest.
Additional lanes are not necessary, so this whole question is silly.
I think it's good only if it is used for high occupancy vehicles... Or trains...
Make the entire highway system MnPass to reduce congestion and emissions.
I think high occupancy vehicle lanes are the only acceptable reason to be adding lanes to a freeway in a
climate crisis. A direct ramp would help encourage transit use.
We should not be adding lanes to any urban freeways, but if we have to, then they should be MnPASS.
"No more new infrastructure!! No one wants more lanes. No new ramp! This plan completely ignores robust
engagement with Minneapolis residents that do not want more lanes, but want improvements to the
streets around I-94 that have never recovered from being cut apart. AIR QUALITY WILL DECREASE ALONG
THE ROUTE, WHICH IS PREDOMINATED BY LOW-INCOME HOUSING AND PEOPLE OF COLOR.
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Online Survey Comments - Question 6
If MnPASS or high-occupancy vehicle lanes are the alternative selected, the ultimate vision would be to build
a direct ramp from the MnPASS lane to the 4th Street exit. What do you think of this feature?
A new ramp would only benefit commuting suburbanites, statistically more white and wealthy. This is
insane; those communities and people have benefited enough on the backs of Minneapolitans. What was
the 2-3 years of ""engagement planning"" and ""engagement of underserved groups"" for? To just do what
you planned anyway? "
No MnPASS!
No comment for 94.
Propose no 252 HOV Lanes. HOV lanes will not benefit anybody living in or working in Brooklyn Center or
Brooklyn Park and here’s why.
•
HOV lanes have double white lanes. There is a reason for that, limited access onto and out of those
lanes when used. This is so traffic keeps moving. Normally access is every 1 to 2 miles (meaning dash lines
to cross). With the entire 252 corridor only 3 miles long. For example, getting on at 66th or Brookdale Drive
to go downtown will most likely not be able to get over to the HOV lanes due to double white lines. If
someone says, it is too early to say that since we are only designing or access can be added later. Then your
defeating the whole purpose of the HOV lane concept and looking (fishing) for federal tax funds.
•
We (residents and local commuters) need to get on 252 and be able to go without delayed due to
traffic congestion or lane limitation at any time of the day.
I don't like this idea.
Have you ever driven during rush hour? People dart in and out of those lanes causing all kinds of problems.
This seems like nothing but a way to try and make money. Not help traffic. Less road construction would
help traffic more.
MnPass is my choice.
It will slow down the other lane(s). That are not MNpass. Keep it simple and let everyone use it.
MnPASS lanes should be included if the project is built at all.
Don’t care
Seems like the best option if we're spending the money anyway. Buses should have a better option than the
shoulder.
All vehicles, unless you make a lane for traffic going straight into/out of downtown with 'no exit allowed'.
It would benefit commuters
I think a HOV lane would be fine, but travel this in rush hour every day and don't feel congestion warrants
a new exit lane for 4th St. Congestion gets MUCH worse closer to or past Broadway as 94 approaches the
tunnel - that area seems more in need of lane expansion or alteration.
No no no Everyone should be able to use all the lanes
That would make for a very quick commute downtown!
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Online Survey Comments - Question 6
If MnPASS or high-occupancy vehicle lanes are the alternative selected, the ultimate vision would be to build
a direct ramp from the MnPASS lane to the 4th Street exit. What do you think of this feature?
I think this option can help address increased traffic flows as the north becomes more populated.
"Hi -- I'd really like to see dedicated bus lanes along I-94. If we don't do it now, it won't happen in my
lifetime -- and it absolutely should!
There are 3 stations that should be incorporated:
* 49th Avenue
* Dowling Avenue
* Lowry Avenue -- and this one should be an inline stations like in South Minneapolis at 46th Street and
Lake Street.
Incorporating BRT into this plan is critical -- and is the only way to even partially address the added pollutants
that will be hitting communities around this route. When we have electric buses, the improvements made
for better transit here will be key to improving air quality along this path!
Build for the future we need: a zero-emission future where Minnesotans are able to get around in a variety
of ways, and not just when they have cars.
Thank you for your work!"
"Would it run in the northern direction in the evening?
I wouldn't mind having mnpass in our quadrant of the city"
I do not agree that high-occupancy vehicle lanes would be a good use of space on the 252. This could be
effective on 94 SB, but not on 252. Traffic patterns are so restrictive that a ramp on 94 to the 4th St. ramp
would be justified. There is adequate ability to change lanes at that point without excessive congestion.
if you put in a mnpass, i think that woud be the best street exit.
Yes please
Nice.
ABSOLUTELY NO High Occupancy or Express lanes! Brooklyn Center does not benefit AT ALL from mnpass
and this is only for rich people out in the exurbs. Screw this idea, there is not enough room for traffic already
and it is INCREDIBLY stupid to add these lanes on 252 to create MORE problems for the people living here.
Sounds great!
Not necessary.
Seems ridiculous to add lanes and then tell commuters that they can’t use them
It doesn't account for all of the traffic going to Dowling or past this to uptown.
If you're going to add lanes to alleviate congestion it makes little or no sense to restrict access
"Not much.
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Online Survey Comments - Question 6
If MnPASS or high-occupancy vehicle lanes are the alternative selected, the ultimate vision would be to build
a direct ramp from the MnPASS lane to the 4th Street exit. What do you think of this feature?
A lot of additional cost for not much benefit."
I'm uncertain
that would be a nice time saver
The feature is good. However, the plan needs to include the surrounding area transit plan. For example, how
Brooklyn Center residents using public transit only throughout the City access this. It should be planned in
a vacuum.
Excellent. This helps both busses and general taffic by eliminating the need for busses to cross traffi to get
from the HOV/MnPASS lane to the exit.
MnPASS lane is unnecessary and a disservice to lower income households who are than disadvantaged and
subject to longer commutes / traffic delays as a result. A high-occupancy/transit lane makes more sense
and promotes and incentives alternative travel options during busy times of the day.
I don't know how effective the MnPass lanes are but will assume considerable by what you propose so
would endorse it. Anything proven to reduce congestion.
I think this is a good plan overall. I'd like to see more enforcement of the access/usage of the MnPASS lanes
including motorists crossing the double white lines. I teach Defensive Driving and work in Paratransit and
am keenly aware of the poor driving habits and awareness many drivers have about these sorts of situations.
Yes good idea
No. Let everyone use all lanes.
NO MNPASS NO HOV, No class system
I think it is a good option.
No MN pass lans needed
High Occupancy Vehicle Lanes
As long as that lane were available to all drivers at the ramp, i could see it working. If not, i could see
unauthorized drivers trying to sneak over to access that ramp and the resulting accidents could be trouble.
I think general purpose lanes are the best option.
I opt for the general occupancy lanes, not worth the additional expense to create the MnPASS. Let's get this
done as quickly and economically as possible.
Don't like.
MnPass Lanes
I don't think enough people use the lane so open it up to everyone
agree
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Brooklyn Center - Written Comments from Comment Cards
Don’t like the interchange choices that was made for 66th ave. Prefer tight diamond. Don’t want to see
holiday gas station moved. Concerned about inadequate noise wall on 94 from 694 to 49th 53rd Ave. New
lane will have traffic right up to my front door. Must have new much taller wall.
We would like to see a wall built as part of the staging process, using the same aesthetic quality that you
would see in neighborhoods like Edina and Eden Prairie.
Noise- Need to apply 57th standard near Mississippi river sensitive areas. Wall - Make design the same
between wall and bridges. Parking - There is no parking for those using trail/3 rivers park on north side at
252. Can any MnDot land be used for this? The Design is a pretty good overall design.
There better be tall sound walls.
Do it!
Traffic study needs to be done to determine the impact of opening west river road and if lights will be needed
at the major cross roads. The change in commuting has a potential to negatively impact neighborhoods. A
high number of commuters will lose access to their current MTC routes which will further impact traffic.
Taking too long to start.
Safety for school (monroe) ensuring traffic is controlled. Noise wall at 73rd ave? don’t want to lose green
space by our dead end. 73 rd way N Pedestrian bridge over 73rd.
Continue the bus only shoulder lanes for metro transit to pass by traffic on designated shoulders with
adequate lane size and marking on road and on signage. Highway singage should include information and
direction to river and Mississippi recreation area.
No for low noise wall. Third lane should be on MnPass. Crush protection at bus stops.
Do not reconnect west river road. You are just asking for a problem.
Pedestrians and bike accessibility and safety; over/ under passes traffic noise. Regardless of selection,
policing of Hwy 252 traffic. Increase of traffic and roverwood neighborhood (needs monitoring) put rumble
strips on street near 252.
Jill -For the 65th exchange I prefer the right on, right off option. All criteria was the same or better than the
chosen one. I am concerned about affect to wet lands and properties.
Glad a decision was made! Looks like our house is safe!
A Pedestrian bridge/crossing at 73rd is preferred.
DO NOT reconnect west river road. Ped cross on 73rd.
Very concerned about the impact to kids crossing brookdale drive north of monroe school. In favor of ped
bridge over 252. Lots of wooded area at the end of 73rd way and don’t want to lose that.
Where is transit access besides 66th? We need it along 252.
The tight diamond (TH 252 over) seems to have the least impact on homes and commercial properties. This
seems to be the best option as I have family members in impacted area.
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Brooklyn Center - Written Comments from Comment Cards
The proposed recommendations seem to fit the current and future needs. I continue to advocate for
opening West River Rd at 75th? I live on west river rd and accept the possibility of increased traffic. Also, it
looks like several faith communities (churches) qukk vw strongly impacted by these designs. What is being
done to help them navigate this?
I like the choices made. Wondering how this will integrate with the 252-694 interchange. Currently isnt
great.
Mary - There is no need for an additional lane on 94 in either direction.
The concept they are leaning tword 252 and 85th does not take homes - we have so much value now can
you imagine what a wall will do!?
Less description to traffic is recommended when construction starts.
Why build transport lanes when we lack access to public transport on 85th ave? This has to be one of our
top priorities, as anyone lacking a car in this area is out of luck.
Make sure to increase noise mitigation on west river road for residents closest to freeway for noise wall.
Please current map is showing current location of west river road reconnect, current maps show it incorrectly
1 block east!!
Humboldt ave needs an overpass to get to river park and on and off to freeway. The river road needs to be
opened up for access for those who live on the east side.
The 66th over pass is preferred. Extra lane for MnPASS is needed from dowling thru 85th ave.
No MN pass keep all lanes open for general use. Creative Plan for 66. A difficult space. Glad 85th trail bridge
will be there as a new one. Nice Visuals great communication.
The proposed plan looks awesome. I am in favor of it.
252 and 81st/ Humboldt ave is very dangerous, Two people in my family were in two different accidents and
were hit by people running the red light. Lots of accidents. The noise is bad where I live. Cant enjoy open
windows. Trash along corridor is unacceptable.
I have lived at 7909 Aldrich Ave N since 1982. Since 252 was installed we have had at least 6-7 cars minimum
come over the berm fence and destroy houses, cars, and property . We need a sound and wall on this
dangerous curve.
DO NOT open the walkway on west rover road between 75th and 74th way.
I would prefer a 2 year construction project over 4 year project. Please consider the rate of population
increases in the city, will it sustain for at least 15 years?
We agree with the current proposal set forth.
252 Folded aim under better than 252 over.
use a roundabout at 66th and west river road intersection instead of a signal or stop sign. Roundabouts
keep the traffic flowing. Offer renderings for impacted residents.
No HOV lanes, there is not enough room 66th exit needs left hand AND right hand exit. No walking path
over 70th we want a private neighborhood. Do not open up west river road.
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Brooklyn Center - Written Comments from Comment Cards
My concern is how much space will be needed for the brookdale drive interchange. Will I be looking at a
sound wall in my cul-de-sac? Has the impact of increased traffic on west river road with current barricade
removed been considered?
Really like the design chosen for 85th and 252 AND the fact that our house wont be taken!
Proceed with recommendations. I look forward to positive changes.
This is needed. Im concerned about opening up west river road or other neighborhood roads south of 75th.
I think access to 252 will be needed at brookdale drive.
I would want a noise barrier. I would prefer a general purpose lane.
With no exits, underpasses, or overpasses, anyone going to evergreen park area will be forced to exit early
and be funneled down dupont or humboldt. Not much contingency for that increased traffic.
Keep the tight diamonds more effective.
Additional lanes choice - MNPASS. Favor direct connection at 4th st. Right away impacts favor no property
acquisition or access changes in Minneapolis.
Q1 - #5 is good. Q2 #1 I prefer. Q3 - 85th recommended is good, tight diamond. Q4 - MNPASS looks good.
Option looks good. My only concern is only having one bus stop at 46th? Where would commuters park?
85th, brookdale drive and 66th are good locations for interchanges. I would also be in favor of a MNPASS.
I feel the design and detail are will thought out. Very good presentation. THANKS!
Looks good. Please make sure ped/bike areas are big enough. Probably15ft wide at 85th and 66th.
Remove the barriers on west river road. So we have access to brookdale.
This is a good innovation to reduce traffic accidents on 252/brookdale drive.
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Brooklyn Park - Written Comments from Comment Cards
1 ) W hy a r e r o u n d - a - b o u t s n o t c o n s i d e r e d fo r B r o o k d a l e D r i v e a n d 8 5 t h u n d e r 2 5 2 ?
2) Noise walls need to be done or added out along 252. Since this effects the neighborhoods around 252 so
much, I think all persons traveling from 610 should be charged: MN Pass
1) I am in favor of noise barriers.
1) Your #5 pick seems to be the best choice. Noise is a bi issue for me, along with foot traffic and bike.
1) For Q2: I still strongly feel that alternative 1 is the best choice. It has less impacted properties and has lower
volume of traffic on Brookdale Drive where there is a school.
Alternative
2 has traffic lights on Humboldt which would increase accidents at those locations. Alt 1 keeps
traffic on the frontage road away from residents.
2) For Q4: Keep the extra lane general purpose.
Please add sound walls at Brookdale Drive over pass.
For Southbound 252, keep
the exit only for Southbound Humboldt open. By leaving that exit open, it will lower the volume of resident
traffic on Brookdale Drive in front of Monroe school.
3) For
Northbound 94W exiting to Eastbound 694. Create a longer exit lane. This exit backs up significantly and
impacts all traffic on 94 heading to 252.
4) Alternative 2 removes the bus stop access at 73rd. A
better choice would be alternative 1 which keeps bus stops at 73rd and 252. Many residents don't want a
thru street on West River Road. Alt. 1 will not add the thru street for the West River Road neighborhood. Alt.
1 impacts only 55 properties while alt. 2 takes 70 propoeries. Alt. 1 should be reconsidered. Thank you!
66th traffic from WB94. 66th going to Humboldt (4 lanes the whole way). Humboldt - Traffic out Meadowwood
with more traffic already (peak). Can’t enter from Meadowwood.
Traffic
extra on Bidule Drive infront of school. Sound barriers, water ponds, bus stops. Pedestrian walkways fro bus
stops and extra lane from 694 for exit to 252N.
1) I'm for reconnecting West River Road, but with only the exits highlighted traffic along that road will be
out. West River Road was narrowed for the bike path and when its garbage day, you cannot get through
now. I don't believe a MN Pass Lane would help traffic - 35E has one and that lane moves and the others still
are at a stand still.
1) Question $: I like the idea of HOB Lane (not MN Pass). I like the sites of proposed bridges on Quest 2, I like
that they plan to open up West River Road again - but it should be made wider again. No shoulder or room
for garbage trucks, mailmen and delivery trucks currently.
1) Getting onto the new 252 at 85th Northbound to 60 Westbound on 610, you need to cross 2 lanes of
traffic in a very short distance.
2) Getting on the Hwy 252 at 66th Ave. in
Brooklyn Center to go towards City of Mpls. Eastbound 94 once a low, you have to cross 2 lanes of traffic
while dealing with traffic trying to exit onto West/East 694, 94 West and Hwy 100. Cannot do it safely.
3) As a resident of Brooklyn Park or BC getting on 66, BD Drive or 859H. How lanes will have double white
lines. So as a resident, I have to deal with heavy traffic on 252, versus being able to use HOV at any poi
nts.
4) Need the bridges back at 73rd and at Humboldt as originally planned. We
need access or emergency vehicles and for residence versus transitional to main streets, 66th B.D. Drive or
85th.
5) If this is the environmental phase, retention need to be
dedicated or promised. None are shown, when potentially the house would be lost.
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Brooklyn Park - Written Comments from Comment Cards
1) Rather than a dead-end on Humboldt, would rather see an overpass for cars, bikes and peds.
1) No HOV or MN Pass lane or bus lanes. Most of the travelers are going to work outside of downtown.
2) Please be considerate of pedestrian and bike needs, especially 85th, Brookdale Drive and 66th.
3) Please make sure alternate roads have been redesigned for traffic - West River Road, Humboldt, Noble
and 93rd Ave from 169 to Noble.
1) Need for overpass. Very concerned about no overpass at Humboldt/81st Ave. Really divided neighborhood
and River Park access/bike, walk and drive.
2) Also an overpass at 73rd is beneficial to neighborhood and vehicle movements/safety.
3) Reducing 252 speed to increase safety and reduce noise. Bypass heavy trucking.
1) Have to have bike lane bridge over 252 at 85th (even if not Cavanaugh Bridge). Keep Humboldt access on
route over 252. NO MNPass lanes on 252!!!
1) My house backs up to 252 just South of Brookdale Drive. My address is 7607 Fairfield Road. The current
plan doe not take my house, but I want to volunteer for relocation if the plan changes.
1) My house backs up to 252 just short of Brookdale Drive. My address is 7601 Fairfield Road. The current
plan does not take my house, but I want to volunteer for relocation if the plan changes.
1) Think there needs to be pedestrian bridges at 66th and 73rd.
Should keep traffic
away from Humboldt and DuPont.
Not going to solve anything unless 94 section is
expanded as well.
1) It's a needed project. My biggest concern is access during the years of construction I live between 252
and the river so I'd be interested to know how long the constructin would take and how traffic will be
managed.
1) Print outs of each option would be helpful, people are being pushed toward option #2 by City, green
check mark and highlighting as best option. West River Road will become a mini-freeway. Option #3 or #4
would be best.
1) Alternating $2 looks great, but transit stop at 23rd Ave. Should remain and with a pedestrian bridge or
other safe means of crossing 252.
1) I approve the suggested changes. I probably will not be living in Brooklyn Park in 2023.
1) Would like to have sound barriers considered. Would like to have Southbound exit at Humboldt
considered.
1) Glad that sound barriers are being considered. Concerned about traffic impact in neighborhoods around
Monroe Elementary and Humboldt intersections. Brookdale and other intersections (under overpass) - is
there a way to minimize wait times for lights?
1) I am concerned about the lanes to 610 to/from not being 2 lanes each direction
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Brooklyn Park - Written Comments from Comment Cards
1) This is a lot of information and a lot of work to be done. Please make sure that public transportation is a
priority. I am not crazy about driving freeways and prefer to take the bus and hopefully the light rail in the
future. Also, safety has to be out man concern!
1) Put in a Round-A-Bout at Brookdale Drive and West River Road. Too many close calls and near misses of
people speeding on Brookdale drive like crazy.
1) I believe all current recommendations are the best options. MN Pass from 610 to Minneapolis would be a
great way to encourage transit and HOV use.
Main concern is the effect of the project on traffic on 610.
1) Not putting overpass cutting off people leaving East of 252. I live East of 252; this is not highway properly
living. We still pay Brooklyn Park taxes.
1) Noise! Hwy 252 is already too loud at my house! I would like info on meetings about noise mitigation.
1) My biggest concern is NOISE MITIGATION beyond 1st row houses (Live on Fremont Ave. North in area of
85th and 252).
1) Option 1 is preferred and don't like reconnecting West River Road. Opt. 1 will only be good if a lot of
thought is put into the traffic flow on and off. I highly encourage the use of Round-A-Bouts instead of traffic
signals. MN Pass would be ok.
1) Q1: Option 5 is by far the best.
2) Q2: I agree with Alt 2.
3) Q3: I'll leave that to the professionals.
4) Q4: General purpose would be fine. I am in FULL support of this project. If you need any community
activists to drum up support, please contact me!!!!!!
1) Very well organized and staffed meeting (except noise consultant didn’t understand 7030 os start
exemption. Brochure had the answer though)
1) Make it better - not more of the same elevate an express lane from 694 to 610. Express lane can be
reversible and NOT use more of or limited ground surface!
1) The residents at 6654 West River Road had a son who was killed on 252 and 73rd 5 years ago. They have a
memorial to him in their fron yard. This projects removes their yard, the memorial and possibly their house.
Is there a way to save this house and yard? His name was Jason McCarthy.
2) The area at 66th is a National Park Service Center Corridor. Has the National Park Service been contacted?
I have concerns about the proximity of these roads to the river.
1) Not interested in MN Pass on 252 for diversity reasons.
2) Approve 252 becoming a freeway.
3) Keep as many Metro Transit pick-up routes as possible along 252.
1) I like your plans.
2) Please make the noise abatement walls decoration - Not just slabs of concrete. Please adress 93rd and
Noble - HORRIFIC INTERSECTION!!
1) I like what you have proposed. I didn't what is the timeframe needed once project of improvements beg
ins?
2) Also, can we also look at 93rd and Noble? Very dangerous for all. Please email!!
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BROOKLYN PARK COMMUNITY OPEN HOUSE

Brooklyn Park - Written Comments from Comment Cards
1) I am seriously concerned about the proposed closure of 73rd at 252 for the following reasons:
- I take the bus to work to St. Paul and there is no Park N Ride at or near Brookdale Drive. I currently use the
73rd Park N Ride.
- The parking at 66th is bad due to Top Golf, which is full practically everyday
My preference is to install the pedistrians due to the ramp at 73rd and 252.

-

- I have lived at 73rd and James since 2003 and traffic during rush hour
Moving at night have gown 10-fold. To remove the traffic light at this location is reckless and would lead to
more fatalities at this location, specifically pedistrian fatalities.
There is more vehicle traffic on 73rd than Brookdale rive during work hours/crash hours. Monday thru Friday.
I've driven on both.
- This would also create a hardship for people walking/biking to the 73rd and 252 bus stop, especially in
increments weather.
1) The additional lane from I-94 to Dowling should be general purpose. I am not a fan of HOV/MN Pass, THEY
ARE IDLE MUCH OF THE TIME, OR USED BY CHEATERS. I would really like noise walls just North of 73rd, the
highway noise there is always high.
1) Build a pedestrian bridge at 73rd and 252 to maintain MTC Service. I take the bus to the U of M daily. Also,
the apartments should have good public transportation access.
1) Add lanes from Brookdale Drive to 85th Ave. One lane both ways. Replace 610 bridge from NE. Should be
at least 3 lanes. Add lane from West 610 to 252.
The plans are not transit friendly.
1) Remove the proposed 66th entrance/exit put 73rd ok.
1) Prefer tight diamond as much as possible.
2) Do not like the MN Pass at all - I think equal access is important especially as Brooklyn Park is a diverse
community economically.
3) Concerned about opening West River Road - Currently scenic, nature feel that would be lost and
negatively impact bikers and walkers.
1) For everyone's safety, 252 needs to be a freeway. We hope the shorest timetable for construction will
be used-even if it means shutting the whole road down. We also hope attention will be make to creating
beatiful green spaces as well.
1) Pedestrial/bike alternative #1 (vs recommended #2): Only one that does not reconnect West River Road.
Should keep cars on 252 longer as intended.
Recommended traffic interchanges appear to be okay
except where you-re totally removing exit options.
1) I question the need to reconnect West River Road South of Brookdale Drive. West River Road was
disconnected at this point due to traffic directing to West River Road from a congested TH252. If there is
significant congestion at the 85th/TH252 and Brookdale Drive/TH252 ramp intersections traffic will divert
to West River Road and use the 66th/TH252 interchange.
1) Start as soon as feasible to save the most money. Close it all down for a year and see what progress can
be made.
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Brooklyn Park - Written Comments from Comment Cards
1) I am for alternative access #2. I would like to see somethng to discourage bicycles on West River Road
between Brookdale Drive and 93rd Ave. Bicycles ride on the narrow road and walkers and kids use the bike
path.
1) Please do not cut off access from 81st street over 252 to Humboldt. Put an overpass there to continue to
have access for people going to work. Therwise, you are asking us to drive through neighborhood streets;
there are 3 stopsigns on DuPont now = speeding and more noise and pollution. Either by letting 85th and
winding back or Brookdale and winding back. There is no access to the Luthern Church unless you make
people go through the neighborhoods. NOT A GREAT IDEA. Keep access from 81st to Humboldt..
1) The light at 81st street and Humboldt Ave. is going to be elimiated. Make that road an overpass instead of
eliminating a way to cross 252 at that location.
1) The plans look like a substantial improvement over the current situation. I ten to favor single point
interchanges, but I understand ped and bike interaction is a concern. I'm curious about duration of the
construction process to completion.
1) The intersection at 66th is too close to 694 to get on the freeway safely. You should give people a fair
look at all options. Not have a dark mark. Traffic on West River Road is going to in reverse quadically.
2) Option 3 is a better option than 3 by far - Much Safer!
1) No MN Pass - Add 3rd lane each way from Brookdale Drive to 85th.
2) Cut speed limit to 40 MPH 694 to 610 - No changes.
3) I never have a problem on 252 driving at any time of the day or night.
4) I vote no chagnes to Hwy 252.
1) Proposed 2 lanes each direction and on MN Pass are not enough lanes - This is not future thinking.
2) Eliminate MN Pass lane or add lane each direction.
1) 85th and 252 proposal is extremely short sighted. Nothing increasing traffic with 2 lanes and shutting
down 81st.
2) Has anyone sat and looked at the traffic!!!
1) I like what you have proposed. I didn't what is the timeframe needed once project of improvements beg
ins?
2) Also, can we also look at 93rd and Noble? Very dangerious for all. Please email!!
Less traffic on bridge drive. So I can get out on bridge drive from
1) I prefer the plan #2 access routes. I live on 73rd Ave. West. We are only a residential street and neighborhood
with traffic, hence alt. access #2 is bent.
1) Thank you for keeping us informed. I agree with the upkeep re: 66th Ave. which affects us. The other
options look fine too.
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Brooklyn Park - Written Comments from Comment Cards
1) Transit - I ride the bus. There is not a high volume of people getting on or off the buss at 70th and Ppark
N Rides are good as is unless you close 73rd. That's where the pedestrian bridge should be not 70th in
alternative 2. Alternative 1 Q2 board.
2) Active transportation - Must have smooth and safe at 85/252, 73rd and 69th and paths to them, lighting
under bridges! Environmental Review Mississippi River critical cooridor highly, highly unimportant the
impact to run off and wild life designated cooridors.
3) Q1 - Yes, overdue due not alllow speed limit to increase. It would only create further congestion and
rearenders see 100 Hwy speed limits for safe on/off ramps.
4) Q2 - Access 66th, 73rd, Brookdale Drive and 85th
5) Q4 - Like center MN Pass lane. Second stage use Round-A-Bouts no lights to replace correct signal is key.
1) We like 85th over 252 because of the noise level impact on us.
1) NO OPENING RIVER ROAD!! Too narrow now - too many speeders - biker riding - 23, 4 and 5 wide and NO
enforcement (all police at apartment buildings)? Project will be out dated within 10-15 years of completion
- Consult at meetings.
1) There were tireless efforts a number of years ago to close off the West River Road to through traffic. The
road was made thinner and a bike path was created. Why would those efforts be reversed by opening it up
to through traffic? It would endanger the many cyclists that ride 2 or more on the road, make entering the
road from properties adjucent both difficult and unsafe. The road was both unsafe and difficult to enter
before closing it off and now it is much less wide than it was with those issees possible
1) No MN Pass lane past 694. That would be a significant question to people in the load neighborhood.
1) Utilize MN Pass lanes where ever possible.
2) Do not consoliudate Park N Rides if they are not convenient, people won' t use them.
3) Noise barriers should be attractive, like one sees in the South Metro.
4) Try to avoid delays in the process. This has been in the process for a very long time. We are more than
ready for this project to get under way.
1) No MN Pass!!!!
3) Access alternative 2
5) What impact will additional traffic flow have on 610 commute?

2) Option #5 for 252
4) 85th Ave - tight diamond

1) I do like what I see. In pleasant to say that each of the preferred options are those that I opted for
originally. I would prefer transit options at 66th as I live only a few blocks away from it and rely on MTC for
my transportation.
1) Don't cut off East from West - keep pedestrian and bike access at 85th and 73rd and Brookdale Drive
.
2) I think the diamonds should be larger at intersections
to insulate the neighborhoods from freeway traffice and noise.
3) Cloverlead
intersections bad idea in winter during conditions.
1) Bus stops need adequate and safe access for riders in all weather. Currently in winter pedestrians are
challenged.
2) A Park N Ride at the church without a stoplight will be
dangerous or increase frequency of 850 and 768. Bridges?
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Brooklyn Park - Written Comments from Comment Cards
1) I like the recommended options presented. I wish Metro-Transit would have at least presented alternatives
for public transit integrating with the 252 redisgn/rebuild.
1) If you make the main road Brookdale Drive and close 81st all the traffic is going to move through the
neighborhoods North and West of Humbdolt to Festival Food.
1) No MN Pass lane just extra lane.
1) We love the safest which would be by 252 Bridge over the side streets or vehicle traffic as well as bike and
pedestrian traffic.
1) Looks good. My address is on 85th Ave, I do use 252, but not very often. Eliminating the stops at
intersections with 252 is great.
1) Looks very dangerous. Get on 252 at 85th and try to go West on 610.
1) Please create beauty not only metal fences and concrete. Others have constructed beaty, wealthy America
can too. Create greenways and crossing over 252.
1) Slow down 252 to 40 MPH as an interim safety measure to reduce accidents.
1) No HOV - MN Pass lanes on 252.
1) Entering 252 South at 66th - tight time to cross a lane to get over to continue onto 94E. Slow curve
speed onto a 60+ MPH lane leads to potential accidents. 2) Round-A-Bouts vs. lights on cross unders?
3) Pay money to go from 610E to 252S?
4) Like the elimination of 70th
and 73rd.
1) Please seign beauty, not just metal or concrete. We need greenways. Please build a greenway overpass
for people and migrating animals. Animals more from Palmer Lake to the River and back again. I live on 73rd
Ave and have ducks with chicks walking accross 252 to get to the water. I also see deer corssing 252.
2)
Please think of the animals!!!
1) Transit - I ride the bus. There is not a high volume of people getting on or off the buss at 70th and Ppark
N Rides are good as is unless you close 73rd. That's where the pedestrian bridge should be not 70th in
alternative 2. Alternative 1 Q2 board.
2) Active transportation - Must have smooth and safe at 85/252, 73rd and 69th and paths to them, lighting
under bridges! Environmental Review Mississippi River critical cooridor highly, highly unimportant the
impact to run off and wild life designated cooridors.
3) Q1 - Yes, overdue due not alllow speed limit to increase. It would only create further congestion and
rearenders see 100 Hwy speed limits for safe on/off ramps.
4) Q2 - Access 66th, 73rd, Brookdale Drive and 85th
5) Q4 - Like center MN Pass lane. Second stage use Round-A-Bouts no lights to replace correct signal is key.
1) We like 85th over 252 because of the noise level impact on us.
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Minneapolis - Written Comments from Comment Cards
1) Who's the best to helps us so that our neighborhood is not referred to Rondo #2 2019? Who really talks to
residents?
2) Will 3 Rivers be your part to help MNDot to decide what happens to our river frontage in Brooklyn
Center?
3) This is a National Park. Who is the person NSP you talk to?
4) Neighborhood is concerned about 5 water ponds in our little quiet neighborhood. Who will maintain the
ponds and the business? ETC - once the construction is done?
5) The one pedestrian overpass plan. A full sheet.
6) Do not open - re-connect West River Road
7) Thanks if yo can have utility little flags removed after they are placed.
8) Please MNDot in for us of other intersection anywhere - USA. That would be like Eastside of 66th with this
volume is a neighborhood.
9) What signs will direct cars at 66th to go to Hwy 100 (North to South 100)? Which are not there now. Please
fix this.
10) Let's talk Metro-Transit walkability/bikeability. The one pedestrian overpass plan. - Currently, Park N Ride
66th and 73th. No other on 610/252. We still need at least one Park N Ride. 66th Park N Ride is for sure Could be gone at anytime. Sold by city of Brooklyn Center. 73rd - Both on the East and West side has Park N
Ride property. This one Park N Ride is needed for transit to downtown, etc. Please make sure at least a Park
N Ride in Brooklyn Center.
11) To make this a Park N Ride at 73rd of Red Valve - make the pedestrian overpass at 73rd only. 73rd is the
middle of 66th and B-Dale Drive overpasses. There is no need to have 2 overpasses! So close together one
at 70th should be eliminated and use those funds to 73rd partners working together. Bring 3 Rivers to the
table - Work with Brooklyn Center to simply make the trail at 70th to Camden. And have trail cross there to
the MR Trail on the East side. There is much more room at 73rd (row closed) to make a better pedestrian
bridge. Also, 73rd is between Evergreen (in Brooklyn Center) and Monroe (in Brooklyn Park). So it could
more easily be used by students/parents to both these school Brooklyn Center and Brooklyn Park City
Council work it out to make sense
1) Please consider alt-street bike paths South of 42nd to Broadway. The current on-street path is dangerous
event I dedicated lanes.
1) Receive a response when I ask a question
1) Why isn't highway BRT being planned in this corridor? 2) I-94 corridor ranked 3rd in Met. Councils Hwy
Transitway study - included 3 station.
3) MN Pass is already being planned
4) It's now or never
5) You're leaving Environmental Justice and transit
dependent communities out, as you're increasing traffic and pollution in North Minneapolis neighborhoods.
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Minneapolis - Written Comments from Comment Cards
1) 4 lanes on Brookdale is dangerous to cross. Alt. 2 has has no bus stop at 73rd. It moves traffic to residential
side streets increasing accident risks. Alt. 2 has too much traffic volume in front of Monroe school. If
Brookdale has 252 over, the high volume traffic is higher up and allows noise to travel further. 252 _below_
Brookdale iniminates some noise. Alt. 1 keeps traffic on frontage round not in neighborhoods.
2) Keep the Southbound 252 exit for Southbound Humboldr open. The exit already exists and it would
remove some volume on Brookdale Drive. I only want the 252 Southbound to Humboldt Southbound exit
open. It doesn't need an on ramp access there. No bridge needed. Only the slow down lane on the right
side which already exists. Thanks! (See picture in comment cards #19).
3) With Alt. 3 Brookdale would be 4 lanes. This would be VERY difficult for residents to get onto Brookdale
Drive from the perpendicular roads (Girard, Fremon, Emerson, DuPont, Rolfox or Bryant) with so much traffic
projected on Brookdale. Alt 1 does not have as much traffic on Brookdale and it would be 3 lanes which is
easier to get on and off from the cross street mentioned above. Please reconsider Alt 1. Thank you!
4) I'm fine with adding a lane on 94 from 694 to Dowling because of general purpose lanes would be lost.
I don't like changing an existing lane of 94 between Dowling and downtown to HOV/MN Pass because it
takes away one lane for general purpose where it is neeeded most for the volume of vehicles. This would
increase travel time for all general purpose traffic in that area.
1) No Round-A-Bouts on exits.Make sure that the detours are clearly marked and violators are found
hard enough so they follow the detours. Be mindful of the impack that this project is having on the
neighborhoods.
1) Make the new 252 Hwy 5 lanes each way, 1HOV and 4 lanes for future volume. Like 610 (2 lanes) is under
sized now.
1) Need bus stop close/around 73rd.
2) MN Pass lane best option with direct lane on 4th street to/out of downtown
3) Don't open up with River Road connection until the END of the project so people can't use it during
construction.
4) Consider multi-lane Round-A-Bouts off concrete exit ramps instead of stop lights.
Good job explaining Todd! Thank you!
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Comments Recorded by Project Team - Tater Daze
I take 252 every day. I live in Champlin. 6 lanes is quite a bit. Not saying it’s not necessary. 610 is not what it
used to be either. Lots going on.
Concerns about timing on the project
Th 252 is fine. Only work within the existing ROW. Don’t take any more land. Kids are ruining this country
with those automatic flushing toilets. Kids take make new buildings instead of taking over unused ones. Kids
are killing the animals. Make sure that that the project team is doing due diligence in their environmental
study.
Something needs to be done. We live near the highway. Would our land be taken? We wouldn’t mind
MNDOT buying our house, we just don’t want to be the last house they don’t take. We think noisewalls are
already needed. So we don’t mind those. We’ll stay tuned!
Something needs to be done. I remember when you used to have to take Lyndale to downtown.
I live East in St. Paul. I don’t use the corridor much. It seems like a freeway will help with the issues.
Interesting project. Something should be done. It will be interesting to see what they do with grade
separation at the access points.
I don’t live in Brooklyn Park but I take the corridor every day. I used to take transit on 252 to downtown but I
don’t have any problems. It was always packed but we take the shoulder. I don’t go downtown anymore but
I do go up to my parents in Champlin. Put me down for a “yes”. I like the idea of making it a freeway.
I get on at 85th so I like this project. When they put in 610, it was a great improvement. There are a couple
of pedestrian and bicycle access points let’s make sure that those either remain open or have alternatives
once there’s a grade separated freeway.
My son lives on 73rd there and his neighbor’s house was bought up. We think it’s a great idea. He’s been
keeping tabs on the project. Interested to see how the designs affect his property. He’ll be at those Open
Houses. Thanks for the updates!
Please do it as fast as you can. Keep pedestrian and bicycle access
I am on the project committee. My son would always scare me growing up and trying to cross this highway
to visit is friends on the other side. Interested to see access for bike/ped.
I am a contractor. Interested in the construction. I hope it goes through. Possible business for me.
I do take both of them. I am really curious about this. It would be nice not to have like 75 red lights to sit
through
We take 252. There should be no stoplights. We like the idea of grade separated. This all looks good. Excited
to see the outcome. Pedestrians are trying to cross this highway. We also don’t like the 610 to 169. I know it’s
not part of this scope but that’s trouble over there too
My concern is for safety. I have a partner of a friend that was killed. That’s what makes me the most nervous.
I want to make sure that whatever happens is safest for the community.
How will this affect transit? A lot of the people here take the park and ride all the way to downtown Mpls.
252 can be dangerous. It’s going to be a mess and take a long time.
When you go to 2 lanes after Brookdale it slows down. The 6-lane freeway sounds like a great fix!
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Minneapolis - Comments Recorded at Open Streets West Broadway
If a noise wall is voted down, could those dollars be used for other MnDOT-related improvements (aesthetics,
etc.)?
MnPass is a good option that should be considered. But concerns about equity.
Need to see crossing additions and enhancements across 94 in Minneapolis.
Fix the Battlecreek area to make traffic, interchanges messes up the flow of traffic. Take out the red lights at
694 and 252.
Do not add on extra lane, it’s a _____________
Add extra lane, the lanes are small.
Add extra lane to help with traffic.
Make the lanes on 94 wider and consistent.
Remove lights from 252 and then add extra lane or MN-Pass lane.
Leave our work alone, we don’t need extra lanes.
Do not add an extra lane.
Do not expand anymore lanes and add only for transit and a train station at Lowry Ave.
Add an extra lane.
Add lane for general purpose.
Add lane if one converts to MnPass.
Add lane
Don’t add lane
Don’t add additional lane becaouse of negative effect of air quality
Don’t add an extra lane, it will still see more traffic.
Leave the lanes alone and think about the cost of living and the future.
Add an extra lane to help with traffic.
Add extra lane
Add lane but make it a bus lane, for those who do not own a car and use other transit
Add the extra lane and clean up the intersections.
Find a better way to transition onto 694 from 94.
Add extra lane to create job security.
Add another lane then build another MnPass, no bridges
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Minneapolis - Comments Recorded at Open Streets West Broadway (Cont.)
Add extra lane
Add extra lane
No lane
Add on extra lane
Do not add lane because more construction and more traffic.
Add extra lane because if they don't there will be accidents.
Add a lane set not a carpool lane.
Add lane but not Mn-Pass making people buy lanes is not okay, poor vs. rich
Add Mn-Pass lane
Add an extra lane or add express lane on 252
Bad idea, time of climate crisis and adding lane wouldn't help
Add another lane and also to 94 to 35 Interchange
Do not add another lane, it's fine the way it is. Save money and put it into the community!
Add another lane on 252/694/94/Get rid of traffic lights on 252.
Add extra lane on 94 Dowling Avenue.
Do not add an extra lane because its not effective and they should reduce more cars on the road than add
intersections.
Add another lane on 94 because there is a lot of traffic.
Add extra lane to cut congestion down.
Less cars
Leave the lane
No, the impact of adding another lane and negatively impact Mpls. Expand transit services.
Add extra lane
Add extra lane to handle traffic.
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